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Preface

In Experimental Economics, laboratory and field experiments are conducted on
subjects in order to improve theoretical knowledge about human behavior in in-
teractions. Although paying different amounts of money restricts the preferences
of the subjects in experiments, the exclusive application of analytical game the-
ory does not suffice to explain the recorded data. It exacts the development and
evaluation of more sophisticated models. In some experiments, human subjects
are involved into an interaction with automated agents and these agents are used
for simulating human interactions. The more data is used for the evaluation, the
more of statistical significance can be achieved. Since huge amounts of behav-
ioral data are required to be scanned for regularities and automated agents are
required to simulate and to intervene human interactions, Machine Learning is
the tool of choice for the research in Experimental Economics. Moreover mod-
ern economics extensively involves network structures, which can be modeled as
graphs or more complicated relational structures.

This volume contains the papers presented at the inaugural International
Workshop on Experimental Economics and Machine Learning (EEML 2012) held
on May 9, 2012 at the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium. This year the
committee decided to accept 8 full papers for publication in the proceedings and
two abstracts for presentation at the conference. Each submission was reviewed
by on average 3 program committee members. R. Tagiew proposes a new method
for mining determinism in human strategic behavior. N. Buzun et al. present
a comparison of methods and measures for overlapping community detection.
A. Fishkov et al. discuss a new click model for relevance prediction in Web search.
A. Drutsa et al. applied novel data visualisation techniques to socio-semantic
network data. Gilabert et al. made an experimental study on the relationship
between trust and budgetary slack. O. Barinova et al. proposed using online
random forest for interactive image segmentation. A. Bezzubtseva et al. built a
new typology of collaboration platform users. V. Zaharchuk et al. proposed a
new recommender system for interactive radio network services. D. Ignatov et
al. designed a prototype system for collaborative platform data analysis.

We would like to express our gratitude to all contributing authors and re-
viewers, especially to Malay Bhattacharyya, Hoang Thanh Lam, Olga Barinova
and Alexandra Kaminskaya for their enormous efforts. We also want to thank
our sponsors Amsterdam-Amstelland police, IBM Belgium, Research Founda-
tion Flanders, Vlerick Management School, OpenConnect Systems and Higher
School of Economics.
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Jonas Poelmans
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Online Random Forest
for Interactive Image Segmentation
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Abstract. Many real-world applications require accurate segmentation
of images into semantically-meaningful regions. In many cases one needs
to obtain accurate segment maps for a large dataset of images that depict
objects of certain semantic categories. As current state-of-the art meth-
ods for semantic image segmentation do not yet achieve the accuracy
required for their use in real-world applications, they are not applicable
in this case. The standard solution would be to apply interactive segmen-
tation methods, however their use for a large number of images would be
laborious and time-consuming. In this work we present an online learning
framework for interactive semantic image segmentation that simplifies
processing of such image datasets. This framework learns to recognize
and segment user-defined target categories using the ground truth seg-
mentations provided by user. While the user is working on ground truth
image segmentation, our framework combines online-learned category
models with the standard stroke-propagation mechanisms that are typ-
ically used in interactive segmentation methods. Our implementation of
this framework in a software system has specific interface features that
minimize the required amount of user input. We evaluate the implemen-
tation on several datasets from completely different domains (Sowerby
dataset containing 7 different semantic categories, sheep & cows dataset
containing 3 categories, and 6 different flower datasets with 2 categories
each). Usage of our system requires substantially less user effort com-
pared to the traditional interactive segmentation methods.

1 Introduction

Many applications, such as aerial and space image processing, defect detection,
and medical imaging require accurate segmentation of large image datasets into
some semantically-meaningful zones. Despite the substantial progress made, cur-
rent state-of-the art methods for automatic semantic image segmentation [1] do
not yet achieve the accuracy required for their use in real-world applications.
The standard solution to obtain accurate segmentations for a dataset of images
would be to apply interactive segmentation methods. Moreover, in some cases
interactivity and providing feedback for the computational algorithms to per-
form segmentation, can not only overcome the inherent difficulties of automatic
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Fig. 1. Image segmentation is used in medical imaging, processing aerial, space images,
and detection of road defects. In many applications one needs to accurately segment
objects of the some target semantic categories from a large dataset of images. In this
work we present a framework that automates this process and substantially reduces
the user effort

semantic segmentation, but may also be desirable because the user may want
to be able to control the segmentation process and review the results. However
applying standard interactive segmentation software for large image datasets
would be an extremely laborious and time-consuming task.

In this work we consider the case when one needs to perform segmentation of
a large image dataset into a number of semantically-meaningful categories. We
aim at developing a general framework that would work with any user-defined
target categories and learn these categories from the user input as semantic seg-
mentation methods do. On the other hand, we want to give the user as much
control on the segmentation results as interactive image segmentation methods
provide. Our main goal is to minimize user effort while allowing her to produce
accurate image segmentations. Most existing methods for interactive image seg-
mentation work with a single image [2–4], which limits their power. For example,
segmentation of an image from MSRC dataset with our system takes less than
a minute compared to 15–60 minutes for manual annotation [5].

Related task of inducing segmentation from example was looked at [23]. In
this approach a non-parametric model of the provided training pair is con-
structed by selecting a set of patch-based representatives inside each labeled
region in the training image. These representatives are used to quantify the de-
gree of resemblance between small regions in the input image and the labeled
regions in the training set.

Adaptive learning of object detection was considered in [6]. The models for
new categories may benefit from the detectors built previously for other cate-
gories. [7] presented a framework for dynamic visual category learning using
incremental support vector machine. That method exploits a previously built
classifier to learn the optimal parameters for the current set of training images
more efficiently, which is faster than batch retraining. In contrast to those works,
we consider a problem of interactive semantic segmentation and our framework
enables both adding new categories and incremental learning of the existing ones.

The paper is organized as follows. Next section describes the general work-
flow of our system and our semantic segmentation algorithm. In Section 3 we
describe the online random forest. Section 4 describes the experiments, and the
last section is left for conclusions.
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2 Interactive Semantic Segmentation Framework

2.1 Interactive Semantic Segmentation Workflow

Suppose one needs to process a large image dataset and obtain accurate segmen-
tation of the objects of certain categories. In framework, a user examines images
from the dataset in sequence. Each image is presented as a set of superpixels
(Section 2.2). The first image is segmented manually: a user should label each
superpixel with one of the category labels. The newly-obtained labelling is used
to update the appearance model. When the user opens one of the consequent
images, segmentation is performed automatically using the current appearance
model. Then the user may correct mistakes of the automatic method by changing
superpixel labels. Each time the user approves the (possibly corrected) segmen-
tation result, the system learns from the newly obtained examples of object
categories and background. As training goes, user time spent on correction of
category map reduces, thus the rate of image labelling increases.

Our implementation provides a set of tools to simplify the process of error
correction for the user. The brush tool is used to modify superpixel labels. It is
possible to change labels of groups of neighbouring superpixels by choosing the
appropriate brush size. Each time the user applies it, the system also updates
the global labelling using the newly observed labels as context. Therefore, one
brush stroke usually changes labels of a large number of pixels. We use hierar-
chical clustering to obtain superpixels, so the user can switch between different
scales of superpixels and choose appropriate scale for correction of errors in the
segmentation. We also provide a user with a set of sliders, each one controls the
trade-off between false positive and false negative rates of one object category.
The sliders help to significantly reduce the amount of manual work in the be-
ginning of the image set processing, when few images have been seen, and the
classifiers are likely to be biased towards some categories.

The output of the most time-consuming operations (such as over-segmentation
and feature extraction) can be cached, so in practice those operations are per-
formed offline, before the user starts working with the system. We use efficient
methods for inference of the optimal segmentation and learning the appearance
models of object categories (see Sections 3 and 2.2), thus a user gets immediate
response from the system.

2.2 Semantic segmentation algorithm

We obtain pixelwise object segmentation by assigning category labels to a set
of superpixels obtained by clustering the joint color and coordinate space with
mean-shift algorithm [8]. Usage of superpixels improves computational efficiency
as well as makes segmentation more robust. Texture and color features are com-
puted from the image by applying a filter bank [9]. We use texton histograms
over superpixels generated by mean shift similarly to [10]. To take the geo-
metric information into account we use simple geometric features like variance,
elongation, orientation and area of a superpixel.
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We use a simple pairwise conditional random field (CRF) that allows efficient
inference. The vector of superpixel labels c = {ci} is determined as the one that
minimizes the following energy function:

E(c) = −
∑

i

Ψi (ci|I)−
∑

(i,j)

Φij (ci, cj |I) , (1)

where the first term sums the appearance potentials of individual superpixels,
the second sum is over the neighbouring pairs of superpixels.

The unary potential for assigning the object category ci to the i-th superpixel
in the image I is computed as Ψi (ci|I) = log p (ci|Si, I)+η(ci), where p (ci|Si, I)
is the probabilistic output of the online random forests (Section 3) for ci-th class
on the superpixel Si. The second term η(ci) is the slider value that can be treated
as the prior that prefers some categories over the others.

Pairwise potentials consist of the two terms: Φij (ci, cj |I) = θ (ci, cj |I) +
τ (ci, cj) . The first term is the inverse of the boundary strength provided by the
mean-shift segmentation. The second term corresponds to a fraction of neigh-
bouring superpixels of the classes ci and cj among all neighbouring superpixels
in the images seen so far. There are efficient algorithms for minimization of the
energy (1), so inference can be performed every time when the user moves a
slider to change the trade-off between false positives and false negative rates.

3 Online Random Forest

Our variant of online random forest1 builds a set of Hoeffding trees [11]. This
method is proven to produce the trees asymptotically arbitrarily close to the ones
produced by a batch learner. Therefore the incremental nature of our version of
Online Random Forest algorithm does not significantly affect the quality of the
model it produces.

In Breiman’s Random Forest [12] the training set of each tree is obtained by
random resampling. This means that the probability that each of N instances is
sampled exactly K times for each tree is binomially distributed:

p(K = k) =

(
N

k

)(
1

N

)k (
1− 1

N

)N−k
. (2)

As N goes to infinity, the distribution of K converges to the Poisson distribution

with the parameter equal to 1: K ∼ exp(−1)
k! . Therefore online bootstrapping can

be performed as follows: for each base model, choose each example K ∼ Pois(1)
times and update the base model accordingly. To diversify the trees in our variant
of online random forest each tree operates with a random subset of features.

1 http://graphics.cs.msu.ru/en/science/research/machinelearning/bolt
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Online Random Forest
Input: Example (x, y)
For each base model hm = h1,. . . ,hM

Set k = Poisson(1)
Do k times

hm = Update tree (x, y)
Return updated {h1, . . . ,hM}

As long as Hoeffding trees can handle multiclass classification, our Online
Random Forest naturally performs multiclass classification without any change
in the algorithm.

Handling imbalanced classes. It was proven [13] that error balancing can be
achieved by resampling the training set. As the expectation of Poisson random

variable p(K = k) = λk

k! exp(−λ) equals to the parameter λ of Poisson distri-
bution, we can balance the errors by introducing various parameters of Poisson
distribution for different classes. In this work we use the balanced version of
the Online Random Forest and allow the user to control false positive and false
negative rates with the same sliders that were discussed in section .

4 Experiments

Image datasets. In the first experiment we used Sowerby dataset that contains
100 images of urban scenes. The goal in this experiment was to perform accurate
multi-zone segmentation into 7 object categories provided in the ground truth
annotation of this dataset.

In the second experiment we used a subset of the MSRC dataset2 composed of
60 images of cows and sheep. In this experiment we considered a 3-zone segmen-
tation problem where the goal was to segment cows and sheep from background.

In the third experiment we used a subset of 17-flower dataset3. We considered
6 different flowers (daffodil, tigerlily, daisy, fritillary, pansy, sunflower), and 80
images of each flower. The goal in this experiment was to segment each flower
from the background.

Measuring usability of the system. The typical sequence of user actions to
segment an image in our system is the following. The user starts with tuning the
sliders to adjust the false positive vs. false negative rates, and then corrects the
segmentation errors using brush tool. In most cases the optimal strategy for error
correction is to start with fixing the errors in the coarsest scale of superpixels
and then proceed to more detailed scales.

To quantify the user input we have implemented a robot-user that emulates
the actions of a human user working with the system. Given the initial image

2 http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/ObjectClassRecognition/
3 http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/data/flowers/
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 2. Example segmentations created using our framework: (a) daffodil, (b) tigerlily,
(c) daisy, (d) fritillary, (e) pansy, (f) sunflower; (g),(h) images from our sheep and cows
dataset. Object is shown with blending, the boundary of an object is marked with
white

segmentation, the robot first finds the optimal values of η(ci) for all object
classes (i.e. optimal position of the sliders). For that we minimize the total
area of misclassified superpixels using Nelder–Mead algorithm. Then we count
the number superpixels that need to change labels in order to obtain correct
segmentation result. We start by correcting the errors at the coarsest scale and
proceed to more detailed scales of superpixels. The resulting metric characterizes
overall amount of user input required to obtain correct result using our system,
and we refer to it as usability metric.

To measure the gain provided by learning the appearance models of object
categories, we compared two values of usability metric. First we computed the
usability metric for the case of fully manual image segmentation using our brush
tool, i.e assuming that all superpixels are initially labelled as background. Sec-
ond, we computed the usability metric for our semantic segmentation framework.

The results of this experiment for Sowerby and sheep & cows datasets are
shown in Figure 3 (a, b). The green lines show the results in fully manual case,
and the blue lines show the results for our framework. The use of automatic seg-
mentation helps to significantly reduce required amount of user input compared
to performing fully manual segmentation.

To measure the gain of online learning we looked at the behaviour of the plots
of usability metric with respect to the the total number of images processed.
As the values of usability metric vary significantly for each particular image,
we computed the average over 9 subsequent images to estimate the long-term
trends of usability metric. The effect of online learning is most clearly visible for
the flowers image datasets (Figure 3 (c)), where the total number of superpixels
that require relabelling tends to decrease over time. For Sowerby and sheep &
cows image datasets this metric decreases also decreases, but more slowly.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. The number of superpixels that have to change their label subject to the number
of images processed: (a) Sowerby dataset, (b) sheep & cows dataset. Performance of
our system is shown in blue, total number of clicks required to label an image from
scratch is shown in green. Thin lines represent automatically calculated number of
superpixels that need to change their labels as described in text, thick lines show the
average value over 9 subsequent images. (c) averaged values of usability metric for the
6-flowers datasets: blue — daffodil, green — fritillary, red — pansy, cyan — sunflower,
magenta — tigerlily, black — daisy

Measuring the time. We compared the time required from a human user
to obtain high-quality image segmentation with our system and with GrowCut
interactive segmentation tool [4] on the 6-flowers image datasets. The user had
practical experience with both systems. The time required for producing high-
quality image segmentation for a set of 80 images of the same flower varied
from 14 min to 46 min. GrowCut took about twice more time to produce the
segmentation of similar quality.

5 Conclusions

We have presented a framework for interactive semantic image segmentation
that is based on online learning. The experiments show that online learning of
object appearance models helps to significantly reduce user input required to
obtain accurate image segmentation.
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Abstract. In this paper we present a review of the existing typologies of Inter-

net service users. We zoom in on social networking services including blogs 

and crowdsourcing websites. Based on the results of the analysis of the consid-

ered typologies obtained by means of FCA we developed a new user typology 

of a certain class of Internet services, namely a collaboration innovation plat-

form. Cluster analysis of data extracted from the collaboration platform Witolo-

gy was used to divide more than 500 participants into 6 groups based on 3 ac-

tivity indicators: idea generation, commenting, and evaluation (assigning 

marks) The obtained groups and their percentages appear to follow the “90 – 9 

– 1” rule. 

Keywords. Crowdsourcing, typology classification, collaborative platform, in-

novation, social network, community, blog. 

1 Introduction 

Collaboration innovation platforms are relatively young and less common than blogs 

or social networks (e.g., compare [1] and [2]), yet interest in their organization and 

audience is not decreasing. The existing studies of consumer or media behavior of 

Internet users cannot be fully applied to collaboration platform participants, while 

general psychological or sociological typologies of people miss many important fea-

tures, inherent only to networking and crowdsourcing. 

For a certain type of social network services, i.e. the collaboration innovation plat-

forms, finding user types pursues also some other objectives. Understanding user 

types could make a major contribution in the platform effectiveness. For instance, 

dynamic participant type detection and displaying are useful as a motivational game 

component, and the type itself will probably supplement or refine the exiting rating 

systems. Also, information about the amount of users of different groups could help 

platform moderators turn community life to a beneficial for invention direction. 

In this study we present a review of the existing Internet service user classifica-

tions. Based on examined materials we attempted to develop a new typology of col-

laboration platform participants using data of one of the projects of Russian innova-

tion platform Witology [10]. 
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2 Terminology 

In this paper we analyze not only collaboration platforms, but also all other kinds of 

social networking services and Internet services, as typologies of their users can be 

applied to platform participants. There is no fixed terminology in this area yet, but we 

will try to give some definitions of the important concepts used in the research in 

order to clarify its subject. 

By Internet service we mean any website that provides any kind of service (e.g. 

blogs, file-sharing networks, chats, multiplayer games, online shops). Internet ser-

vices which provide human interaction are referred to as Social Networking Services 

(SNS). They include social networks (Facebook, MySpace, last.fm, LinkedIn, Orkut), 

blogs (LiveJournal, Tumblr, Twitter), wiki (e.g., Wikipedia), media hosting sites 

(Flickr, Picasa, YouTube), etc. [3], [4]. Social networking services often generate 

online communities, i.e. groups of people, who share similar interests and communi-

cate via a certain Internet service. Some scientists [5], [6], [7] understand community 

in a wider sense as the entire audience of some social networking service, which is 

wrong, according to Michael Wu [8]. We kept the original author vocabularies when 

describing the typologies, in other cases the first definition of community was used. 

Crowdsourcing platforms are social networking services which are used to obtain 

the necessary services, ideas or content from platform participants, i.e. platform 

community, as opposed to regular staff or vendors [9]. Crowdsourcing (collabora-

tion) innovation platforms are the ones which focus on idea generation. Activities on 

collaboration platforms often include message (idea or comment) posting, message 

reading and message evaluation. The winning solutions and true experts are identified 

on the basis of the amount and quality of such activities. Work on the platform usual-

ly goes as a certain time-limited project, devoted to some company’s problem. Witol-

ogy [10], Imaginatik [11], BrightIdea [12] and some other platforms are organized 

this way; though, there are many collaboration sites which are not alike (see list [13]). 

3 Research objectives 

To begin a classification of collaboration innovation platform users, we plan to per-

form the following tasks: 

1. Study of the existing Internet service user typologies. The discovered user types 

and data mining techniques might be helpful in developing another typology. 

2. Developing of a new typology of collaboration innovation platform. By means of 

mathematical methods we plan to analyze data of one of the collaboration platform 

project and identify distinct user types. 

3. Comparison of the obtained percentages with the ones from existing studies. This 

might help to understand whether the community under analysis is typical and to 

find out, whether it can be improved (for example, by calculating community 

health index [14]). 
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4 Review of the existing typologies 

Despite the fact that the online community being a relatively young phenomenon, tens 

of attempts in classifying internet users have been undertaken. Some of the studies 

[15], [16], [17] explore only children’s media-behavior, others [18] investigate behav-

ior in terms of online shopping. A significant part of early typologies (e.g. [19], [20]) 

is developed based on frequency and variety of web and new gadgets use, which re-

sulted in rather trivial and similar typologies (generally people were divided into “ad-

vanced”, “average” and “non-users”, the three types were occasionally interspersed 

with “entertainment” and “functional” users).  

Almost half of the encountered researches used cluster analysis as means of ex-

tracting user types, factor analysis appeared to be the second most popular method. 

Much more uncommon were regression analysis, qualitative in-depth analysis, graph 

mining, statistical analysis, etc.  

Very few authors based on some sociological or psychological theories or referred 

to the existing typologies when classifying internet service users (it can be explained 

by their desire to take a new look on the differences in human behavior). One of the 

studies (Nielsen, 2006) [7] is not only descriptive, but is considered informal, and in 

spite of that the classification and the “90 – 9 – 1” rule are highly respected and popu-

lar. 

As for the user typologies of the communities, which organization is close to that 

of innovation platforms, a notable part of papers is devoted to social network user 

behavior analysis, but there are also some studies of behavior of blog and forum visi-

tors. Since information concerning behavior of collaboration platform participants has 

not been found yet, several of social network and blog studies might be interesting 

and useful as a basis for development of an original classification of collaboration 

platform users. Further we describe those relevant typologies. 

4.1 Describing user typologies 

Brandtzᴂg and Heim (2010). The study [5] is a descriptive one, though the list of 

existing theories and research papers is given in one of its sections. The results of 

online survey of 4 Norway social networks users were subjected to cluster analysis.  

 Sporadics visit social network from time to time, mainly to check if somebody 

contacted them.  

 Lurkers is the largest group, they do not create any content, but consume and 

spread the content created by other groups. They are also notable for a propensity 

to time-killing. 

 Socializers use social networks to communicate, make new friends, comment on 

photos of the old ones, post congratulation messages on walls etc.  

 Debaters are a more mature and educated version of socializers. Besides commu-

nication, less shallow than in the previous case, they are interested in consumption 

and discussion of news and other information available in social networks. 
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 Actives are engaged with all possible types of activity: communication, reading, 

creating, watching, establishing groups. 

Budak, Agrawal, Abbadi (2010). This paper [13] describes the three types of people 

(presented in 2002 by Malcolm Gladwell [21]) in terms of graph theory in context of 

modern online communities (especially blogs). The presence of those people, in 

Gladwell’s opinion, is the main cause of the resounding popularity of some innova-

tions. Authors also introduce a new type (the Translators), which, along with the 

Sellers, more than other groups influences idea spread and success. 

 Connectors are people who easily make friends and, thus, have a lot of them. 

 Mavens are very informed due to their curiosity and like to share their knowledge. 

 Salesmen, – it is natural for them to convince people and establish an emotional 

contact with them. 

 Translators are “bridges” between different interest groups. They have the ability 

to interpret ideas in a different way, so that more people could understand and ac-

cept them. 

Li, Bernoff, Fiorentino, and Glass (2007) present another classification [25] with-

out  theoretical basis. Groups were extracted with the help of cluster analysis of the 

poll values.  

 Creators blog, publish video, maintain their own web-sites; usually belong to the 

young generation. 

 Critics select and choose useful media content; typically older than the previous 

group. 

 Collectors are known for their addiction to saving bookmarks on special services. 

 Joiners spend much time in social networks; the youngest group. 

 Spectators read blogs, watch video, listen to podcasts; main consumers of user-

generated content. 

 Inactives are not active in social services. 

Nielsen (2006). In the study [7] it is assumed that active members of large communi-

ties are very few. No special mathematical instruments were used to develop the ty-

pology, although the author mentions that user activity follows Power law (in the Zipf 

curve variant). 

 Lurkers (90%) are those who only consume. 

 Intermittent/sporadic contributors (9%) are those who contribute rarely, occasion-

ally. 

 Heavy contributors/active participants (1%) are responsible for up to 90% of 

community materials. 

Jepsen (2006). This is one of the few classifications [23] with a theoretical founda-

tion (Kozinetz, 1999) [22]). The members of Danish newsgroups were classified ac-

cording to mean and median survey values. 
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 Tourists are not very interested in community content. 

 Minglers are sociable people, who prefer not to consume the site’s content, but to 

communicate with other members. 

 Devotees are compared to minglers more interested in newsgroup materials than in 

communication.  

 Insiders both communicate and consume information. 

  
Golder and Donath (2004). This is one more descriptive study [24] which examined 

16 unmoderated Usenet newsgroups. The taxonomy was built after in-depth analysis 

of the message posting frequency and message content. 

 Celebrities are central community figures, contribute more than others. 

 Newbies are new members, which ask many questions and do not know how to act 

and communicate appropriately. 

 Lurkers are those who read discussions, but do not take part in them. 

 Flamers, Trolls, Ranters – three subgroups, members of which are notable for their 

negative behavior and love to conversation spoiling. 

4.2 Comparing user typologies 

Analysis of the mentioned typologies resulted in an assumption that, despite some 

significant differences in social networking services, there is a universal set of user 

types. Though, some sources claim that there could be no such a meta-typology [23], 

when others [6] make attempts in developing one.  

The resemblance of user types can be seen more clearly from table 1. Also some 

insights could be provided by a formal concept lattice, derived from the table (fig. 1). 

Rows of the table represent the user types described previously (objects), columns are 

the relevant typologies (attributes). Similar classes were merged: thus, class Actives 

of the table includes Actives (Brandtzaeg & Heim, 2010), Active participants (Niel-

sen, 2006), Insiders (Jepsen, 2006), and Celebrities (Golder & Donath, 2004). 

Table 1. Formal context (types as objects, typologies as attributes) 

 Brandtzaeg 

& Heim 

(2010) 

Budak 

et al. 

(2010) 

Li et al. 

(2007) 

Nielsen 

(2006) 

Jepsen 

(2006) 

Golder & 

Donath 

(2004) 

Inactives 1 0 1 0 1 0 

Lurkers 1 0 1 1 1 1 

Socializers 1 1 1 0 1 0 

Debators 1 0 1 0 0 0 

Actives 1 0 0 1 1 1 

Salesmen 0 1 0 0 0 0 

Translators 0 1 0 0 0 0 
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Collectors 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Creators 0 1 1 1 0 0 

Newbies 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Negatives 0 0 0 0 0 1 

 

Fig. 1. Formal concept lattice of user typologies (built in ConExp [24]) 

It can be assumed from the picture that the three general classes of users at the 

bottom (Lurkers, Creators and Socializers) and, perhaps, two or three important, but 

less general classes (concepts) above (Actives, Inactives, Debators) form a universal 

classification of social networking service users. It can also be seen that three studies 

introduced five original user classes (Negatives, Newbies, Collectors, Translators, 

Salesmen), which are less likely to be found in a community. As for the typologies, 

the one of Brandtzaeg & Heim (2010) appears to be the most common. 

We built Duquenne-Guigues base for the context and selected the implications 

with support greater than 4:  

1. supp = 4, Actives ==> Lurkers; 

2. supp = 3, Inactives ==> Lurkers Socializers; 

3. supp = 3, Lurkers Socializers ==> Inactives; 

4. supp = 2, Debators ==> Inactives Lurkers Socializers. 

E.g., implication 1 can be read as “Each user typology which contains Actives also 

contains Lurkers and it is valid in 4 cases out of 6”. 
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5 Typology construction and analysis 

5.1 Data sample 

We used data obtained in one of the projects [25] of the collaboration platform Witol-

ogy. It includes quantitative indicators of each of participants’ activity: the number of 

generated ideas, the number of posted comments and the number of submitted evalua-

tions.There were also some other types of activities on the platform, but the men-

tioned ones are the most basic and easy to interpret.  

The project administrators and moderators were not considered as a part of a 

crowdsourcing community, so only 504 of all 519 registered platform users were 

sampled.  

5.2 Analysis 

Initially we detected those participants, who never commented, evaluated or generat-

ed ideas. These 248 users were clearly not interested in the project (165 of them never 

logged on the platform after the third day of its work); thus, they could be excluded 

from the further analysis. 

Then we used clustering algorithm (k-means [26]) to divide the sample based on 

several parameters. The results of cluster analysis of 256 objects are presented in fig.1 

(we used XLSTAT 2011 [27] for the analysis, and XLSTAT-3DPlot package for vis-

ualization).  

 
 

Fig. 2. Sample clustering (the number of objects in each cluster is displayed to the left to the 

color scale) 
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The first cluster (grey) represents the participants, who did not show much activity in 

evaluation and commenting. Because of the difference in orders of numbers of created 

ideas, comments and evaluations, the participants who seem to be prominent idea 

generators (created more than 10 ideas) ended up in this group. 

The second cluster (blue) differs from the first with slightly higher evaluation ac-

tivity of users. It can be assumed that those people were interested in project, but 

lacked motivation for message posting. It is reasonable to merge a certain part of this 

cluster with the previous one. 

The third cluster (green) as a whole is hard to characterize. Its members are less 

passive:  they may skip idea generation or comment posting, but they always evaluate 

something.  

The fourth cluster (yellow) is not far from the previous one in terms of evaluation 

activity, but the number of comments is quite different. 

The last cluster (red) is the smallest one. It consists of four absolute project lead-

ers, who together with some of the yellow participants turned out to be winners or 

winning ideas authors. 

For greater classification veracity the obtained clusters were modified: some of 

the grey, blue and green balls formed a new class of creators, the rest of the blue 

joined the grey cluster; also, some minor rearrangements were made. 

6 Results 

Table 2 represents the resulting user types, their percentages, descriptions and equiva-

lents in other studies.  

Table 2. Types of collaboration platform Witology participants 

User type 
Number / %  

of objects 
Description 

User types of 

 previous studies 

Celebrities 4 1% 
Outstanding users, 

champions. 

Actives [5], mavens [13], 

active participants [7], 

insiders [23], celebrities 

[24] 

Debators 21 4% 
Those who comment 

and evaluate actively. 

Debators/socializers [5], 

connectors/salesmen 

[13], active participants 

[7], minglers [23] 

Creators 20 4% 

Idea generators. Could 

be divided into two 

groups: energetic crea-

tors (6 users), who not 

only create, and socio-

pathic ones (14 users), 

Mavens [13], creators 

[25], active partici-

pants/sporadic contribu-

tors [7], insid-

ers/devotees [23] 
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who comment or eval-

uate many times less. 

Critics 34 7% 

Those who evaluate but 

don’t meddle in discus-

sions.  

Critics/spectators [25], 

sporadic contributors [7], 

lurkers [24] 

Tourists 177 35% 
Those who rarely make 

attempts to participate. 

Sporadics/lurkers [5], 

spectators [25], lurkers 

[7], tourists [23], new-

bies/lurkers [24] 

Inactives 248 49% 
Those who do abso-

lutely nothing. 

Sporadics/lurkers [5], 

inactives[25], lurkers [7], 

tourists [23] 

 
The developed typology and type percentages can be compared with two rather 

general typologies from the top of the lattice (fig. 1). Table 3 shows how the six clas-

ses of this research correspond to their classes. 

Table 3. Comparison of different typologies class percentages  

Nielsen % Brandtzᴂg % This study % 

Active partici-

pants 
1% Actives 18% 

Celebrity 
5% 

Debators 

Sporadic con-

tributors 
9% 

Debators 
36% 

Creators 
11% 

Socializers Critics 

Lurkers 90% 
Lurkers 

46% 
Tourists 

84% 
Sporadics Inactives 

 

Interestingly, the percentages in the obtained typology are very close to the ones 

in Nielsen typology. Brandtzᴂg explains the discrepancy with the “90 – 9 – 1” rule by 

a relatively low popularity of Norway social networks compared to YouTube or Wik-

ipedia and by smaller content creation barriers, but such an explanation is not likely to 

be relevant for the given collaboration project. Nearly 90% of lurkers could be ac-

counted for by initially a small interest of participants to the work itself and a great 

curiosity to a new for Russia phenomenon, crowdsourcing, as means of some compa-

ny’s growth and development.  Other reasons may also take place, but it seems to be 

difficult to identify them without several projects or platforms comparison. 

7 Conclusions 

During the process of literature exploration it appeared that there is no generally ac-

cepted SNS user classification or any specific collaboration platform participant ty-
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pology. Based on the existing relevant typologies of social networks, blogs, news-

groups users by means of cluster analysis we developed an original collaboration 

platform typology. The six classes are so far not expected to be suitable for other 

crowdsourcing communities. The percentages of classes follow the rule “90 – 9 – 1”, 

according to which only a minor part of the community is really active. 

Thus, all the research objectives were mainly attained. 

7.1 Future Work 

The developed typology is far from being complete and final. Only a small sample of 

one of the project was analyzed, while different projects data comparison is expected 

to specify the classification greatly. Possible future work also includes the following:  

 Involving more diverse information on the project (e.g. logs, qualitative values of 

user evaluations).   

 Using other methods (factor analysis, graph mining, mean analysis) of group detec-

tion or other clustering algorithms.  

 Finding special users (e. g. trolls, flamers, flooders [24]).  

 Developing a classification algorithm. 

 Testing connection between group membership and demographical factors (age, 

sex) or psychological tests results. 

 Using special metrics to determine community health [14]. 

Judging by the number of possible work improvement directions it can be con-

cluded that this paper is only a small test sally into the investigation of collaboration 

platform participants’ behavior, which describes only a static snapshot of one project 

and does not claim to be indisputable and fundamental.  
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Abstract. Cluster structure is one of the main features of social graphs.
Many algorithms have been proposed in recent years that are capable of
revealing fuzzy communities. But a lot of them tend to degrade in some
special cases, for example when nodes assigned to more than two groups.
Taking into account that such highly overlapping membership is rather
common for many social networks, it becomes obvious that there is a
need for flexible techniques and detecting the scope of their effective
applicability for various network configuration parameters. This article
focuses on the resistance to cluster’s growth intersection with emphasis
on local fitness function’s optimization. The testing of the modern fuzzy
clustering methods and generalized classical approaches is performed.
Depending on the scale of fuzziness the conclusion is provided about the
applicability of certain algorithm classes with common methodology and
their representatives.

Keywords: community detection, fuzzy clustering, social networks, so-
cial graph mining, local optimization

1 Introduction

Networks are natural representations of various complex systems from society,
biology, engineering and other fields. The set of networks is characterized by
mesoscopic organisational level inside groups of vertices, which comprise units
with a big number of links. Such units are referred to as clusters (or communities
or modules).

The universal definition of community partition is stated here only in a qual-
itative form. It is due to a big variety of formal community detection problem
statements and different final goals in particular applications. So far, the problem
of partition quality estimation appears to be non-trivial.

In the recent years this research domain has been focused on social and natu-
ral networks, whose internal structure cannot be detected by classical clustering
algorithms. In these areas analogues of communities are the lists of friends and
subscribers, friends circles in Google+ and some social interest groups.

One can figure out several applications of useful information obtained from
the network partitioning into communities: system functional units detection;
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identification of the community vertices similarity; vertices from a community
can be classified in accordance with their position (leaders, linking ones and so
on); convenient method of system visualization; vertices’ attributes learning on
the basis of general attributes of communities which include them. Furthermore,
one can specify several methods of machine learning: classification, recommen-
dation, prediction, filtration of non-typical elements (where case division into
modular units is a sub-problem). In addition, it’s appropriate to mention issues
of optimal storage, placement and compression of data; analysis of information
distribution; influence inside the global networks.

In spite of the applied problems variety, let us sort out the most general
requirements to the methods. Here we also regard some important features of
social networks structure.

– The vertex could be found in more than one communities with various de-
grees of belonging (fuzzy clusters) [2-10,24,27]

– Communities may have a hierarchical structure [4,6,8,11,22,24] that is re-
quired for the efficient management in large-scale organizations, and its pres-
ence stresses the stability of the system [12].

– In addition high density of edges doesn’t indicate the cluster. Therefore, in
order to cut-off ”pseudo-communities” a probability of a particular subgraph
configuration (”statistical significance”) is calculated, under assumption of
random edges distribution hypothesis (for the given values of vertices degree)
[9,13]. For this purpose it makes sense to look for ”significant” subgraphs by
taking into account weak links [8]. The link (edge) between nodes assumed
to be weak if it is not a part of a triangle.

– In some cases (such as for defining attributes of vertices) one need to manipu-
late vertices and edges with additional parameters [1,2,14]. But the majority
of current algorithms take only one input parameter like weight of a link.

– While searching for implicit individual user communities (circles of friends,
egomunities) the execution time and access to graph structure are often
limited. Usually in such a case only second friends’ neighborhood is known.

– One may also put an additional problem of studying the community dy-
namics [15].

This article focuses on identifying overlapping communities in large networks
(n = 108,m ∼ n ) with a high coefficient of intersection (r ∼ 10). Here P is a
set of communities G = (E, V ),m = |E|, n = |V |, r =

∑ |P i|/n. These charac-
teristics are inherent for many real networks. In the Fig.1 one could find more
specific communities settings as a vertexes degree function in social Facebook’s
subgraphs.

We are going to discuss a variety of modern algorithms that is initially char-
acterized by the ability to identify fuzzy communities. In addition, several uni-
versal generalizations of classical algorithms will be proposed for the case of
graphs with overlapping clusters. The first purpose of this research is to deter-
mine of algorithm classes in accordance with their basic ideas. The second aim
is to identify the most relevant methods of fuzzy (overlapping) clustering and
ways to assess the quality of graph partition.
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Fig. 1. Social network properties. Coefficient of intersection in Facebook’s subgraphs.
Shows dependence of communities count that includes node and number of its neigh-
bors. Right column illustrates amount of vertices in the point with certain color.

2 Graph clustering methods overview

Considered clustering methods is divided into classes according to the generality
of underlying principles and specification of community definition.

2.1 Null graph model

In methods within this class the given configuration of edges is compared with
their uniform distribution for each vertex in graph. For this reason one should use
a probabilistic graph model (null model). In its definition the expectation of the
nodes degree is fixed. Follows the edge existence probability (i,j) is defined as a

composition of node’s degrees divided by the doubled count of edges: Pij =
kikj
2m .

The classic variant here is to maximize the target modularity function and
its modifications [16-21], that characterize sum of differences between the total
number of edges in the community and its mathematical expectation:

Q =
1

2m

∑

c∈P

∑

i,j∈c
[Aij − Pr(Aij = 1)],

where P - communities set, A - adjacency matrix.
Similarly, instead of edges triangles and more larger cliques could be taken

into account. Considering that a link between vertices is weak if it is not a trian-
gle’s edge, the community is optimized to increase amount of internal triangles.
At the same time the count of adjacent triangles that have exactly two nodes
inside the community should be reduced [8,20].
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Originally modularity measure was introduced to describe disjoint partitions,
but there are some generalizations for the case of overlapped communities [17,21].
Additionally it is worth mentioning its quantum-mechanical modification [18,19],
that allows to improve the resolution limit and to give it an energetic sense. So
it becomes a hamiltonian for a set of particles with various spin values (spinglass
[19] ).

A more common approach is the detection of “significant” clusters. In this
case algorithms tend to include in each module those nodes that are most
strongly connected to each other. Such cluster type should have a low prob-
ability of gathering better interacted users according to random graph model.
But due to correlations it is rather complicated to calculate the statistics of the
internal connections. Really it is more practical to fix inner community structure
and calculate the statistics for the external vertices. This inform us of how much
of users for some group are compatible with the null model distribution (oslom)
[9].

Alternatively one could define probability of link existence to be proportional
to the number of communities to which the link belongs (moses) [5] and then
find the maximum likelihood. This model doesn’t account for node degree dis-
tribution.So it leads to worse results in some cases but it is rather stable in
implementations with high fuzziness.

2.2 Random walks

Here we have three most common methods.
infomap [10,22]: In this case, the clusters are formed to minimize the descrip-

tion length of a random walk in the graph. One of the code length’s estimators
is entropy that is widely used in various information theory branches. Based on
it, [22] propose to consider the following function as a partition quality measure:

L(P ) = qH(Q) +
∑

i

piH(Pi),

where q - probability that the random walker switches module, pi- fraction of
within module movements, H(Q)- entropy of module names, H(P i)- entropy of
inner module movements including its exit code, i - module number.

walktrap [23]: Here the formation of communities is based on the following
proposition: Let the vertices i, j belong to the same cluster, then

Pr(k → i, t) ≈ Pr(k → j, t) for all k ∈ V , where Pr - transition matrix from
a random walk process.

betweenness [9]: Using the measure called ”betweenness” on the set of edges
(the higher runs count along the edge during a random walk, the greater is
measure value). Edges with a high ”betweenness” are naturally considered as
links between communities (conga, GN ) [3].

2.3 Local expansion

In a local study and formation of the cluster is generally considered the ratio be-
tween the amount of interior edges or triangles and the exterior ones (cohesion
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[8], GCE [7]). In some approaches link density is additionally compared with
its possible maximum. And all such optimizations are usually done disregard-
ing the rest of the graph structure. So the distinguishing feature of this class
is an iterative addition of new nodes to the cluster and removal of the existing
ones independently of any other clusters. Communities can also be formed on
the basis of similarity to a complete graph or a set of connected cliques with
different sizes (CFinder, GCE ) [7]. Besides that, above-mentioned ”statistical
significance” can be used as a local characteristic of similarity between a sub-
graph and real community. There is also a set of methods in this section which
allow independent subgraphs detection to provide high-value influence of ver-
tices within the module (moduland [6]). For this class methods a selection of
intersecting communities is rather natural, but at the other hand there are some
difficulties with the subsequent formation of the final partition in the graph.

2.4 Agent based model

In this case an epidemic process is generated that usually represent a speakers-
listener model (copra [3], slpa [27]). During the execution we should fix a listener
node and start gathering information from each of its neighbours. So every such
node could save recommendations per each module from received messages. After
that it could give an advice to others basing on obtained experience. Here we
don’t have to define any functional for community, we only spread labels between
nodes according to pairwise interaction rules.

There are two types of execution of such epidemic process: synchronous and
asynchronous. Synchronous type is more preferable because it prevents monster
communities and is easily parallelized. But at the other side it may trigger oscil-
lation phenomenon which should be calmed down with colouring phase (linked
nodes get different colours and aren’t handled synchronously). .

2.5 Rn metric space

Another elegant approach is to assign coordinates to vertices in the graph [26].
Such coordinates are components of the eigenvectors for the normalized Lapla-
cian matrix L.

Lij =





1, i = j

− 1√
kikj

, i− edge− j
0, else

This method of clustering is very useful if one wants to take in account some
additional attributes of the vertices.

Summing up the review we can distinguish such methods as spinglass, in-
fomap, wolktrap that have the highest rates of Normalized Mutual Information
[24] (for the case of disjoint communities) with a relatively short execution time
and the possibility of parallel execution [25].
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3 Generalization methods in the case of overlapping
communities

Unfortunately, not all algorithms from the considered classes support fuzzy clus-
terization. That is why methods of their generalization are required.

3.1 Static

Using the measure of “betweenness“ on the set of nodes, one can divide each
vertex with high value into two ones connected by an edge. Thus after clustering
of the modified graph some user parts could be included into different modules
and consequently perform overlapping communities.

The alternative is a generation of line graphs (where edges are turned to
vertices and vertices are turned to zero or several edges) and successive edge
clustering.

3.2 Dynamic

Introducing membership coefficients for the vertices (which are equal to prob-
abilities of being the member of the particular community), one then assigns a
vertex to several classes simultaneously during the algorithm’s run. As a first ap-
proximation for the membership coefficient one can use the following functions:

– Individual contribution to increase of objective function:

Pr(Vi ∈ Pk) ∼ Q(Vi ∈ Pk)−Q(Pk\Vi) = 4Qik

– Probability of being at the particular energy level:

Pr(Vi ∈ Pk) = e−βQ(Vi∈Pk)/
∑

S

e−βQ(Vi∈PS),

where Q - objective function, - value that is inversely proportional to the
overlapping coefficient.

It worth noticing that introduction of membership coefficients often improves
partition into non-overlapping communities. The main idea here is that by set-
ting probabilities of vertex transition to other communities (staying with some
probability in the original one) we let other vertices know about their behaviour
tactics. Thereby the following expression can be used in order to set up the
coefficients in this case:

Pr(Vi ∈ Pk) ∼ 4Qik −min
h

(4Qih), Vi ∈ Ph

Pr(Vi ∈ Phmax) ∼ 0.1
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4 Implementation methods

Let us try sort out several implementation ways without binding ourselves to a
particular community detection algorithm.

1. Greedy algorithm (used by the majority of the algorithms mentioned above):
Originally each vertex is a community itself. Then at the each step of the
algorithm every vertex selects the communities to be appended to by com-
paring relative increases of objective function. A completion phase in this
implementation is a clustering of obtained modules, whose unions improve
final graph partition.

2. Central vertices: In this method one sets several central users. So the others
are gradually attached to them by selecting the closest cluster.

3. Recursive graph partition into two or more parts: In the beginning vertices
are randomly partitioned. Then those of them which give the maximal ob-
jective function increase are relocated.

4. In the case of local optimization one can recommend to apply the following
scheme:

Single-cluster analysis → Internal structure validation → Clusters consoli-
dation → Membership coefficient computation 	
At single-cluster analysis stage each community either gets new nodes or
loses those nodes weakly connected with the rest of vertices in the commu-
nity. So to reach an extremum in this process we should define a function
F (nin,min,mext, kin) depended on internal nodes count, internal and exter-
nal edges set, links between the community, and the considered node.

Also, one could use order statistics to work with ranks defined vertex-community
closeness. Then to optimize cluster structure one search for a minimum of
rank distribution value: min[Fq(rq)], where q - order number of rank. For
this purpose one of null graph models should be chosen (Girvan and Newman
[16] or Molloy and Reed [28], for example). If the first stage has a proba-
bilistic character it repeats several times. The final cluster contains those
vertices that appear to be included into the group more than fixed times.
The considered subgraph is significant cluster if the single-cluster analysis
yields a non-empty subgraph in more than definite percent of iterations.

At the following step of clusters consolidation we may unite some closely
located modules or divide them to more small parts. In this case the following
measures are usually used:

common nodes fraction:
|Pi∩Pj |

min(Pi,Pj)

edges density: dQ = (
∑
Aij − Exp(

∑
Aij)),

where Q - objective function, P - communities set, A - adjacency matrix.

Another way is to run a single-cluster analysis on the subgraph of two mod-
ules that are to be united or separated.
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5 Testing

LFM 1 benchmark algorithm is used as a generator of networks with overlapping
cluster structure. In order to investigate the algorithms performance for various
degree of community overlapping, two sets of test graphs with predefined par-
tition were generated. The following variables were given to the generator as
input parameters: n - number of nodes, k - vertex degree average, kmax - maxi-
mal value of vertex degree, |Pi| - number of nodes in a cluster, τ1 - value of the
exponent of power law distribution for vertex degree, τ2 - value of the exponent
of power law distribution |Pi|, µ - averaged normalized vertex degree inside par-
ent community, on - number of vertices owned by more than one community,
om - number of communities containing fixed vertex. Parameters of the graphs
from the first community differ by the ’om’ value, from the second community -
by the ’on’ value.

For a comparison of partitions obtained by different methods (Fig 2: fig.1,
fig.2, fig.4), let us introduce measure Normalized Mutual Information (Inorm)
[24] based on the following assumption: if two graph partitions are similar then
there is a little information required to obtain the first partition when the second
one is known.

I(X,Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y )

Inorm(X,Y ) = 2I(X,Y )
H(X)+H(Y ) ,

where H - Shannon entropy
In addition to graph partitions from the first set, let us calculate modularity

generalized for fuzzy clustering.
From the results, one can conclude that for the case of considerable overlap-

ping only following methods show acceptable performance: oslom [9], moses
[5], gce [7], which are representatives of the local optimization class. In particu-
lar, first two of them prove the effectiveness of exploiting statistical significance
as an individual (local) characteristic of cluster structure. It is also worth to
notice the effectiveness of overlapping edge clusterization, that can be applied
to the networks of small and moderate size. For the networks of large size with
insignificant overlapping one can exploit methods of complexity no more than
O(nα), α ∈ [1, 2] - fuzzy infomap [10], gce [7], spinglass [18] generalization, slpa
[27].

Besides this, after analyzing plots of modularity values (Fig 2: fig3), its worth
to emphasize a discrepancy of NMI partition quality while increasing ’on’. There-
fore, modularity provides impartial partition estimate only if overlapping coeffi-
cient ’r’ is small.

We also have tested the same methods in local community detection task.
Our purpose here was to identify fractions of global network clusters that are the
friend circles. We deals only with the second area of the fixed central user, that is

1 http://sites.google.com/site/andrealancichinetti/files
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Fig. 2. Testing algorithms of overlapping community detection.
fig.1,fig.3: n = 2000, k = 15om, kmax = 45om, |Pi| ∈ [15, 60], τ1 = 2, τ2 = 0, µ =
0.2, on ∈ {0, 1000, 2000}, om ∈ {1, 1.5, 2, 3, ..., 9, 10}
fig.2: n = 1000, k = 20, kmax = 50, |Pi| ∈ [20, 100], τ1 = 2, τ2 = 1, µ = 0.3, on ∈
{0, 200, 400, ..., 1000}, om = 2
fig.4: n = 4000, k = max(3om, 10), kmax = 3k, |Pi| ∈ [20, 80], τ1 = 2, τ2 = 1, µ =
0.3, on = 800, om ∈ {2, 3, ..., 10}
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the graph information about friends and connections between them. Such kind
of local communities (egomunities) could be obtained from the corresponding
global ones generated the same way as mentioned above.

Fig. 3. Testing algorithms of user’s second neighborhood egomunity(local community)
detection. n ∈ [30, 250], |Pi| ∈ [7, 33], τ1 = 2, τ2 = 0, µ = 0.2, om = 6

In case of local tests attention is drawn to the instability of using ”statistical
significance” [9] with the small circles of friends. So here in some situations
(Fig.3) algorithms that do not use null graph model [16,28] work more efficiently:
cohesion [8]. On the other hand moses [5] utilizing alternative random graph
model is quite suitable in such cases. But if the size of the friends neighborhood
is rather large the methods similar to oslom [9] have higher NMI scores.
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6 Conclusion

In summary, several basic features of social and natural graphs were pointed
out and algorithms were divided into five classes. Also several different types of
their generalization were proposed, and main variants of their implementation
were provided. Artificially created networks were used to compare an applicabil-
ity of the most modern methods. We tested the methods with various network
generator parameters. The most effective ones were identified for the particular
overlapping coefficient values.

One of the plausible directions of further research is an investigation of weak
and strong features of the discussed algorithm classes depending on graph prop-
erties and application goals. Herewith all features of social networks mentioned
in the beginning of the paper will also be taken into account. In particular,
among considerable enough problems are: hierarchical structure detection and
methods of its assessment, clustering of graphs with attributes (ordered graphs
[14]) on a set of vertices and edges. The last is a task of the highest priority
for unknown attributes prediction. Also accumulation of the results of the con-
ducted experiments may possibly result in the development of supervised graph
analyser. It will determine at which parts of a graph it would be possible to
effectively apply a particular method.
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Abstract. The paper is devoted to some information visualization prob-
lems arising in the course of the development of the software package
WitoAnalytics that enables to analyze and visualize data resulting from
the socio-semantic network of the Witology web-platform. The work on
the software is in progress. The article contains a short overview of the
first software capabilities to visualize some types of socio-semantic net-
work subgraphs.

Keywords: information visualization, data visualization, socio-semantic
network, graph

1 Introduction

The Witology company is engaged in solution of some specific real-world prob-
lems by constructing active human community, while developing collective mind
of participants. In order to achieve the goal a collaborative software platform
has been developed and used in the company. Its essential difference from other
similar systems consists in direct involvement of specifically trained facilitators
in the community. In connection with a possible large number of community
members, there is a need of a visual representation of data on their activity on
the platform. The data can be used by facilitators as analytical material allowing
them to quickly make the right decisions.

At the present time, there is a large number of software designed for anal-
ysis and visualization of social networks data (Social Network Analysis, SNA).
They include both wide-section programs to analyze all kinds of graphs such
as, for example, UCINet [3], Pajek [4] and Cytoscape [5], and programs for the
text analysis, for example, Discourse Network Analyzer [6] and AutoMap [7].
Furthermore the class of SNA programs includes specialized software for the
analysis of social networks, for example, NodeXL [8], which allows you to re-
trieve, analyze and visualize data from networks such as Twitter and Facebook.
Since the Witology platform is a socio-semantic network [2], then it requires a
special analysis software package, adjusted to analysis and visualization of this
type of network. Note that the main focus of the research is the scientific field
named information visualization [9, 10], rather than technological problems of
implementation of various methods.

32
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2 Problem statement

In the paper [2] a general model of socio-semantic network is defined as a triplet
G = (G,C,A), such that

– G = {V,E1, . . . , Ek;π, δ1, . . . , δk} is a social network — weighted oriented
multi-graph, where V is a set of network members, E1, . . . , Ek ⊂ V × V are
different relations between the members, π : V → Π is a user profile function
and δi : Ei → ∆i (i ∈ {1, . . . , k}) denotes parameters of corresponding
relation;

– C = {T,R1, . . . , Rm; θ, γ1, . . . , γm} is a content multi-graph, where T is a
set of all generated content elements (texts, media, evaluations, tags etc),
R1, . . . , Rm ⊂ T ×T are different relations between the content elements, θ :
T → Θ denotes a function that corresponds to content element parameters
and γi : Ri → Γi (i ∈ {1, . . . , k}) denotes parameters of corresponding
relation;

– A ⊂ V ×T is a authorship relation between the social graph and the content.

For such graph analysis the following task is posed: to develop a series of
visualizations for the most significant activity of the participants in the platform
that would convey the activity in the most informative manner. For instance it
could be user evaluations, text generation and etc. Such visualizations should
demonstrate both time slices of the database and data change over time.

3 Results

In order to solve the task a specialized software package (hereinafter referred to
WitoAnalytics) was developed. As mentioned above, the software developed by
paper authors could be regarded as one of many SNA softwares, but adjusted
to the analysis and visualization of a particular type of graph — socio-semantic
network of the Witology platform. The network presented in the current article
has more than 500 members and, but the visualizations contains around 200
major network members. At the moment the package allows you to build multi-
ple WitoAnalytics monocot graph visualization and visualization of a bipartite
graph.

3.1 User estimation graph

Consider the following oriented weighted subgraph of socio-semantic network:
Ge = {Ve, Ee, δe}, where δe : Ee → [−k, k] × N is a bidimensional edge weight,
the first component corresponding to the average value of vertex estimates (in
some range [−k, k]) and the second component corresponding to the number of
the estimates. Hereinafter the subgraph will be called as user estimation graph.
Such graph could result from user content estimation data taking into account
the author relations for the estimations and for the content which is estimated
(like texts, etc).
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Fig. 1. (A) — The visualization ”Elka” (spruce, rus.), (B) — visualization of a local
user neighborhood

Fig. 2. Scaled-up part of the visualization ”Elka”

The two following visualizations of user estimation graph are proposed. The
first is a bipartite representation, where each element from Ve is associated with
two nodes situated on a plain, their vertical coordinates being equal. In this case
the direction of edges coincides with direction of horizontal axis. The visualiza-
tion is named as ”Elka” (spruce, rus.) and its example is presented in figure 1
(A). Here the edge thickness corresponds to the number of estimates between
nodes, and the edge color corresponds to the average value, diagonal edges being
marked out with special color. Histograms of out-estimate distribution (on the
left) and in-estimate distribution (on the right) are displayed near the nodes.
A local user neighborhood of the user estimation graph is presented in figure 1
(B), that is only the edges connected with a fixed user are displayed and the
nodes without visible edges are removed. Figure 2 contains a scaled-up part of
the visualization ”Elka” presented in figure 1 (A).

The second variant of user estimation graph visualization is a monocot repre-
sentation, where each element from Ve is associated with only one node situated
on a circumference. In order to distinguish in-edges and out-edges for a node all
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the in-edges have same joining angle to the node and all the out-edges have an-
other same joining angle, in-angle and out-angle being not coincided and defining
directions, that are symmetric with respect to the radius connected the node.
The visualization is named as ”Solntse” (sun, rus.) and its example is presented
on the figure 3.

Fig. 3. The visualization ”Solntse” (sun, rus.)

Fig. 4. Scaled-up part of the visualization ”Solntse”

The visualization ”Elka” allows us to quickly and accurately provide overall
picture of estimations between users, and to identify the nature of evaluations
of individual users stood out against a background of other users. Thus, for
instance, one can see in figure 1, that all users on average have neutrally esti-
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mated each other. At the same time, some nodes stand out among them, their
estimates are almost completely negative, or, conversely, are positive. Such users,
for example, may be taken under special control by facilitators. In addition, such
visualization could be used in order to instantly find a negative evaluation con-
spiracy of a user group against an individual node. This would be expressed in
several broad red lines, leading to one of the nodes in the right column, and
other its in-edges on average would not have red color.

Unfortunately, the visualization ”Elka” cannot identify so-called ”mark up”
groups, in which an agreement between users on mutual positive estimation ex-
ists. Thus, even a group with two members must be a kind of thick green inter-
secting edges in the visualization, their symmetry check is quite time-consuming
process for a large amount of nodes. To solve this problem the visualization
”Solntse” can be very suitable, because in this case incoming and outgoing edge
ends of a node coincide.

3.2 Idea support graph

Let’s consider a restriction of socio-semantic graph Ḡ = (Ḡ, C̄, A), where content
C̄ contains only one relation R̄, which is strict partial order relation on the set
T̄ , and Ḡ contains also only one relation Ē induced by the ratio of A as follows:

vĒw ⇐⇒ ∃t, τ ∈ T̄ | vAτ ∧ wAt ∧ tR̄τ ∧ τ ∈ T̄ ′,

where T̄ ′ — the set of all maximum elements from T̄ relatively R̄. Then such
subgraph Ḡ will be called as idea support graph. Idea support graph is visualized
by WitoAnalytics as follows. The nodes V̄ are allocated on an outer concentric
circumference, and the nodes T̄ ′ are allocated on an inner concentric circumfer-
ence. Size of the nodes and their deviation from the line of the circumference
corresponds to the number of edges. The visualization is named as ”Glaz” (eye,
rus.) and its example is presented in figure 5.

3.3 Short review of current WitoAnalytics capabilities

In the current state WitoAnalytics has the following list of capabilities:

– visualizations of user text estimation (5 types, that include both general view
of the graph, and individual user view);

– visualizations of user actions like ”content creation”, ”content evaluation”,
”content commenting” and etc;

– visualization of user group diversity (dendogram visualizations, adjacency
matrix visualizations, histograms and densities);

– valued graph clusterization (3 methods, that include random max-clique
search algorithm);

– N-gram and word extracting from user content.
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Fig. 5. The visualization ”Glaz” (eye, rus.)

4 Prospect

Since Witology is a relatively young company the work on the analysis and
visualization of socio-semantic network data of the platform is the unfinished
project, in the framework of which one has to solve many analytical problems
and problems of visualization known as information visualization problems [10].
They include the following questions:

– what data to visualize, for example, to detect collusion and ”mark up” groups
of participants for many different subgraphs of the platform;

– how to place nodes and edges;
– which thresholds and for which the parameters of nodes and edges should

be set.
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1 Introduction

Search engines process huge amounts of information: the text of billions of web
pages and hyperlinks between them that form the structure of the World Wide
Web. Obviously, this information, usually provided by web crawlers, lies in the
foundation of a successful search engine [1]. However, as a search engine ac-
cumulates active users, information about their behaviour begins to weigh in:
click logs accumulate first-hand information on user behaviour, i.e., which search
results for a certain query users actually click. Obviously, the best possible rel-
evance estimates come from the humans themselves; thus, click log information
represents an invaluable resource on which search engines would like to draw.

In this work, we propose a new model for processing click logs which is sim-
pler for inference than an existing task-centric click model (TCM) but produces
better results. In Section 2, we review existing click models and introduce basic
definitions and problem setting; a separate Section 3 is devoted a detailed de-
scription of TCM. In Section 4, we present our modified click model and describe
the inference procedure. Section 5 describes our experimental setup and results
produced on a publicly available large-scale dataset, and Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2 Related work

Recent years have seen a proliferation of click models for modeling user be-
haviour. This line of research began in studying the position bias effect: user
behaviour studies have shown [2] that not only higher positions in search results
rankings attract more attention and are more likely to be clicked on, but also
that lower positions are often not even examined at all by the user. Ensuing
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probabilistic modeling confirmed these results and formalized them in the ex-
amination hypothesis [3] that captures this reasoning by specifying probabilities
of the event Ci that the user clicks on document at position i as conditional
probabilities on the event Ei that the user actually examines the document at
position i; the examination hypothesis states that p(Ci = 1 | Ei = 0) = 0.

Latest research has built upon this assumption and has incorporated various
additional assumptions and new pieces of information that could be used to
predict the click event. Early models tried to capture position bias directly: the
clicks over expected clicks model [4] estimates the number of expected clicks for
each position, the examination model learns position bias with an EM algorithm
[5], and logistic regression has also been used to estimate position biases [3].

However, it is actually true that in a good search engine, top results are gen-
erally more relevant than bottom results, so position bias is not just a feature
of the user’s perception as position models presuppose but also has sound un-
derlying causes. Thus, emphasis shifted to more complex probabilistic graphical
models that attempt to more accurately model actual user behaviour. They are
usually based on the cascade hypothesis [3]: a user examines documents from
top to bottom, so a document at position i + 1 can be examined only if the
document at position i has been examined: p(Ei+1 = 1 | Ei = 0) = 0. A
notable model that does not use the cascade hypothesis is the user browsing
model (UBM) proposed in [5]. UBM assumes that the user “jumps” from the
previously clicked position ic to one of the subsequent positions i with constant
probabilities: p(Ei = 1 | Cic) = βic,i−ic .

Several graphical click models with varying complexity have been proposed
under the cascade hypothesis [6–13]. Starting from the dynamic Bayesian net-
work (DBN) model [6], click models usually draw a distinction between appeal
and relevance, or, in terms of [6], appeal, perceived relevance and intrinsic rele-
vance. Appeal shows how relevant the document looks for the user; it is directly
responsible for user clicks. Perceived relevance shows how relevant the user has
felt the document to be after the user has clicked on it and looked at it; perceived
relevance is responsible for user satisfaction and, therefore, for the fact whether
the user comes back and examines subsequent documents after this one. Intrin-
sic relevance is usually an auxiliary feature derived from appeal and perceived
relevance: appeal and perceived relevance are usually normalized to lie between
0 and 1, and intrinsic relevance is computed as their product.

One of the latest click models is the task-centric click model (TCM) proposed
by Zhang et al. [7]. TCM steps back and considers whole sessions of queries
submitted by the same user, assuming that the user has a certain purpose in
mind (hence task-centric), and various queries are intended to carry out that
purpose. Our model, presented in the next section, is close to TCM in essence
but turns out to be better in experimental studies and simpler for inference.
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3 The TCM model

The main characteristic feature of the task-centric click model is a broader look
at search process: interaction between user and search engine is viewed as a
sequential process of submitting and reformulating queries. TCM assumes that
the user has a specific informational need, a search intent which is assumed to
be fixed during the entire session. The user enters a query, examines the result,
and then decides whether to click on some documents or enter another query
and so on. There are two main assumptions about user behavior in TCM:

(1) if a query does not match the user’s underlying intent, he will perform no
clicks but learn from search results to pose a new, refined query;

(2) when a document has been examined before in the same session, it will have
a lower probability to be clicked when the user examines it again.

For the ith query in a session and for the jth document in the search results,
TCM introduces the following variables:

Mi, whether the ith query matches the user’s intent;

Ni, whether the user submits another query after the ith(observed);

Ei,j , whether the user examines the document at (i, j);

Hi,j , whether the document at (i, j) has already been shown

during the current session ;

Fi,j , whether the document is considered fresh by the user;

Ci,j , whether the document is clicked (observed);

Ri,j , whether the document is relevant;

(i′, j′), previous position of document at (i, j) if this document

has already been shown during the current session .

The following formulas complete the definition of TCM:

p(Mi = 1) = α1, p(Ri,j = 1) = ri,j ,
p(Ni = 1|Mi = 1) = α2, p(Ei,j = 1) = βj ,
p(Ni = 1|Mi = 0) = 1, Hi,j = 0⇔ Hi′,j′ = Ei′,j′ = 0,

p(Fi,j = 1|Hi,j = 1) = α3, Ci,j = 1⇔Mi = Ei,j = Ai,j = Fi,j = 1,
p(Fi,j = 1|Hi,j = 0) = 1.

The TCM model is presented as a Bayesian network on Fig. 1. Variables
F and H represent the second assumption on user behavior: the probability to
click on the current dicument is affected by probabilities of its previous exami-
nations. Looking back at the formulas, one can find out that additional edges are
added to the network based on what documents are shown to the user on each
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Fig. 1. The TCM model. Shaded nodes represent observed variables.

query result page. Our experiments have shown that large sessions with simi-
lar queries (some documents are shown many times during session) significantly
slow down inference. It would be much better for the model’s efficiency to have
each query self-contained. Another way to improve the model is to introduce
a more complete query-level structure. We tried to adress these points in our
model presented in the next section.

4 The SCM model

In this work, we propose a new model that we call the session click model (SCM).
It is essentially a simplification of TCM: we break down some of the connections
in the factor graph of TCM in order to ease and speed up Bayesian inference.
However, as we will see below, our model actually outperforms TCM on real-
world data.

For the ith query in a session and for the jth document in the search results,
SCM introduces the following variables:
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Mi, whether the ith query matches the user’s intent;

Ni, whether the user submits another query after the ith(observed);

Ei,j , whether the user examines the document at (i, j);

Hi,j , whether the document at (i, j) has already been shown

during the current session (observed);

Fi,j , whether the document is considered fresh by the user;

Ci,j , whether the document is clicked (observed);

Ai,j , whether the document appeals to the user;

Si,j , whether the document satisfies the user.

Unlike TCM, our model uses Hi,j as indication of prior appearance of a
document so it becomes a new observed variable. In TCM, these variables make
up additional connections between different queries in a session; in SCM, they
are observed so different queries become dependent only via Mi.

Formally, SCM is defined as follows (we write some conditional probabilities
as logical formulas for brevity and clarity):

p(Mi = 1) = α1, Ei,j−1 = 0⇒ Ei,j = 0,
p(Ni = 1|Mi = 1) = α2, Si,j−1 = 1⇒ Ei,j = 0,
p(Ni = 1|Mi = 0) = 1, Ei,j = 1⇒ Ei,j−1 = 1 &Si,j−1 = 0,

p(Fi,j = 1|Hi,j = 1) = α3, p(Si,j = 1 | Ci,j = 1) = si,j ,
p(Fi,j = 1|Hi,j = 0) = 1, p(Si,j = 1 | Ci,j = 0) = 0,

p(Ai,j = 1) = ai,j , Ci,j = 1⇔Mi = Ei,j = Ai,j = Fi,j = 1.

As a Bayesian network, the model is presented on Fig. 2; the conditional
probability tables are shown above, so Fig. 2 together with the above formulas
represent a complete specification of the joint probability distribution in SCM.
We perform Bayesian inference in SCM via loopy belief propagation. Our model
has three global parameters α1, α2, α3. They represent various conditional prob-
abilities. To estimate their values from data, we first convert our model in the
form of a factor graph. For each parameter, we add another variable node and
connect it to the corresponding factor. Then we iterate through the click log as
follows:

(1) assign a uniform Beta prior for each αi;

(2) process a single session from click log and get posteriors for α1, α2, and α3;

(3) for the next session, set priors for them to posteriors from previous session;

(4) return to step 2.

This would be a very lengthy process for the entire click log, but posterior esti-
mates do converge relatively quickly, so we can stop when the variance becomes
small enough. Then we use these estimates as parameter values for the SCM.
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Fig. 2. The SCM model. Shaded nodes represent observed variables.

5 Experiments

5.1 Dataset

We evaluate our results on (a representative subset of) the Yandex click log
dataset that was made available for the “Internet Mathematics” competition of
2011 [14]. The data is divided into user sessions that consist of queries, search
results, and user clicks for these results; the logs are anonymized, and no user
information is provided (we do not know which sessions come from the same
user). Click logs also contain time delays between clicks, but neither our model
nor any of the competitive click models we compare it with makes use of temporal
information; this is a very interesting subject for further study.

5.2 Experimental setup

In general, to evaluate the results we use the area under curve (AUC) metric
[15] computed on a test set with relevances evaluated by experts. AUC is a
popular quality metric for classifiers; it represents the probability that for a
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uniformly selected pair consisting of a relevant and an irrelevant document the
classifier ranks the relevant one higher. Thus, the optimal AUC is 1 (all relevant
documents come before irrelevant ones), and a completely random classifier will
get, on average, an AUC of 0.5.

However, this is not the whole story. While they do aim to capture user
behaviour, click models cannot produce cutting edge results by themselves. To
get reasonable prediction accuracy (i.e., a competitive AUC score), click log
analysis must also take into account other features that can be inferred from
the click logs. For example, one strikingly useful feature is the actual ranking
of a document in the original search results: the search engine has processed
a lot of additional information which is not available from click logs, and this
information has been succinctly represented in the search results rankings, so
why not use it. There are many other important features, too.

To simulate this real-world application of click models, we set up our experi-
ments as follows. We have computed 60 static features for every query-document
pair; these features comprise the base set, and in our experiments, they are
augmented by various dynamic features that come from click models. We have
implemented click models as probabilistic graphical models in the Infer.NET
framework [16]; the Infer.NET suite provides readily available inference algo-
rithms, including loopy belief propagation.

To combine all features, static and dynamic, we have used boosting tech-
niques. Following [17, 18], we construct a ranking function by transforming the
data into pairwise preferences and considering the resulting problem as a regres-
sion problem. To do so, we break every list of search results in the training set
into pairwise comparisons between documents. Every ordered pair of documents
specified by their features, f1 and f2, is represented by the concatenation of
their feature vectors in the same order, 〈f1, f2〉. Then, the target value is chosen
to be 1 if the first document is relevant and the second one is not, −1 in the
opposite case, and 0 if they are incomparable (both relevant or both irrelevant).
These feature vectors together with their training values are fed into a regression
boosting algorithm.

In static features, we aimed for simplicity; besides, we did not use the best
known boosting techniques [19–21], again choosing a readily available Matlab im-
plementation of least squares regression boosting [22] for simplicity (the learning
procedure is stochastic, so we have run it five times and averaged the results).
Thus, even the best of our results do not match the top AUC scores obtained
in the “Internet Mathematics” competition. For a report of the winners see [23];
the winners did not invent new click models but did everything right with rank
boosting and feature generation for other features; see also [24] for a report of a
team who used random forests rather than boosting techniques. Nevertheless, we
believe that our results do provide a fair comparison in a situation representative
of real-life applications.
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Model Features AUC

DBN appeal 0.6252
perceived relevance 0.6254
intrinsic relevance 0.6253

without static features 0.5944

TCM appeal 0.6255
perceived relevance 0.6278
intrinsic relevance 0.6279

without static features 0.5963

SCM appeal 0.6265
perceived relevance 0.6294
intrinsic relevance 0.6296

without static features 0.5964

All models and features together 0.6313
Table 1. Experimental results.

5.3 Results

The results are summarized in Table 1. Each click model in our comparison
provides three features: appeal, perceived relevance, and intrinsic relevance that
we compute as the product of appeal and perceived relevance (an idea first
presented in [6]). In SCM, appeal is estimated as the maximum a posteriori
estimate of ai,j , perceived relevance is estimated as the maximum a posteriori
estimate of si,j , and intrinsic relevance is computed as ai,jsi,j . We provide results
for the ranking resulting from the three features from a single dynamic model
alone, without static features, and results of least squares boosting learning on
static features together with each of the three dynamic features from a certain
model. As we can see, SCM outperforms both DBN and TCM in terms of AUC,
both with static features and without them (although different variables come
out ahead in different models).

In the last row of Table 1, we also provide the results for all static and all
dynamic features from all three models thrown together. Improved AUC suggests
that DBN and TCM do capture some aspects of user behaviour that SCM does
not; in further work, we plan to investigate this further and bring other sides
of user behaviour into our model, hopefully still leaving the model relatively
simple.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we have proposed a new click log model which is in essence a sim-
plification of the task-centric model but has outperformed it in our experiments.
Further work may include extending the model to capture more different aspects
of user behaviour (e.g., distinguishing between navigational and informational
queries) and devising a large-scale highly parallel implementation of our click
model.
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Abstract. The budgetary slack has been studied extensively in the management 

and accounting literature, but results are inconclusive. This could be because 

the research has focused on economic factors rather than on psychological vari-

ables, such as trust. This paper tries to contrast psychological and economic 

causes in the creation of budgetary slack. Particularly, we examine whether a 

higher amount of subordinates’ trust in their superiors with an economic incen-

tive helps to reduce the tendency of subordinates to create budgetary slack. This 

study is based on a laboratory experiment conducted with 240 managers in or-

der to investigate how trust, understood as a psychological and moral factor, 

contributes toward the reduction of slack in the absence and presence of pecu-

niary incentives.  Subjects were divided into three groups: managers, executives 

and controller. Results support partially our hypotheses. This paper shows that 

non-monetary incentives could help managers to reduce budgetary slack in or-

ganizations. 

Keywords: budgetary slack, trust, monetary and non-monetary incentives. 

1 Introduction 

The existence of slack leads harmful consequences for companies like lost business 

opportunities and/or inflated costs. The word “slack” is used to describe a circum-

stance in which the resources and effort employed in the development of an activity 

no longer contribute to the achievement of organizational objectives (Cyert and 

March, 1963). The budgetary slack has been studied extensively in the management 

and accounting literature. However, the results obtained are not concluding about the 

source of this slack and the way to reduce it (Fisher et al., 2007). One possible expla-

nation for this is that experimental research has focused primarily on testing theory-

based economic models, with no reference to the various psychological, social, and 

institutional issues that contribute to the behavior of slack in practice (Covalenski et 

al., 2003).  
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The goal of this paper is to develop new theories that integrate behavioral and eco-

nomic factors, and thus we treat together a psychological factor (trust) and an eco-

nomic factor (economic incentives). 

The current dominant economic view of slack is based on agency models.  Agency 

models theorize that providing agents (subordinates) with more information than 

principals (supervisors) need not result in greater efficiency; the reason for this is that 

agents may use this information to shirk.  Assuming an agency perspective, numerous 

experimental studies have studied the effects of risk aversion, information asymmetry, 

and pay schemes on budgetary slack; the goal of this research is to understand the 

incentives that promote honesty in agents (e.g. Chow et al., 1988) and if the incen-

tives that promote honesty are not in conflict with economic incentives. Recent exper-

iments incorporate social, institutional, ethical, and psychological factors, under the 

assumption that they also influence agents’ decisions about slack.  Social pressure, 

identification with a group, personal integrity, and aversion to lying are examples of 

non-economic factors that can affect budgetary slack and an agent’s level of effort. In 

this line, the seminal experiment of Young (1985) provides evidence that risk-averse 

subjects create more slack than non-risk averse subjects.  In the absence of infor-

mation asymmetry, social pressure to reveal truthful information mitigates the amount 

of slack.  The experiment of Young et al. (1993) suggests that cooperativeness is a 

relevant factor.  Although cooperativeness among subjects does not necessarily result 

in less slack than internal competition, it has an incremental effect.  Evans et al. 

(2001) observe in their laboratory that subjects are prepared to surrender some payoff 

for reporting honestly, or honestly in part. This finding contradicts the assumption in 

experiments that firms can achieve honest reporting if they pay enough for it, i.e., the 

revelation principle.  In addition, the experiment of Stevens (2002) indicates that ethi-

cal concerns are negatively correlated with slack under a slack-inducing pay scheme, 

and independent of information asymmetry.  Hannan et al (2006) observe in their 

experiment that subjects are willing to sacrifice the benefits of misrepresentation for 

being (appearing) honest because they prefer to create a positive impression.  Brügen 

and Moers (2007) find that ethical concerns and social incentives, stated as individual 

and social norms, respectively, mutually reinforce the behavior of subjects and miti-

gate agency problems.  

In summary, results in prior experiments suggest that subjects with no economic 

incentives to cooperate (because they are paid with slack-inducing schemes) nonethe-

less reduce the amount of slack in the laboratory, and as a consequence their wealth. 

Not only do subjects create less budgetary slack than expected, but in addition hones-

ty can prevail in the absence of pecuniary incentives.  In other words, the introduction 

of explicit monetary incentives may weaken non-pecuniary incentives. The experi-

ment conducted by Rankin et al. (2005) disentangles the preference for honesty from 

other non-pecuniary preferences, demonstrating that subjects who have final budget 

authority significantly prefer honesty. In addition, the slack generated in this experi-

ment was less than the theory predicted. 
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2 Hypotheses development 

Trust can be defined as the willingness of one party (trustor) to be vulnerable to the 

actions of another party based on the expectation that the other will perform in the 

way that trustor expect (Mayer et al. 1995). We can also characterize trust as the “un-

dertaking of a risky course of action on the confident expectation that all persons 

involved in the action will act competently and dutifully” (Lewis & Weigert 1985). 

Similarly, Robinson (1996) defined trust as a person’s expectations, assumptions, or 

beliefs about the likelihood that another’s future actions will be beneficial, favorable, 

or at least not detrimental to one’s interests. An important number of economic and 

accounting laboratory experiments have applied the trust game, which aims to deter-

mine how much cooperation develops among individuals when they may possibly 

gain from it. In these experiments subjects exhibit substantial trust and reciprocity 

(e.g. Berg et al., 1995; Fehr and Gächter, 1998; Evans al., 2001).  These experiments 

see trust as a rational decision. However, trust does not always operate like the ele-

ment of calculated risk that is ubiquitous in economic models. Trust is also seen by 

managers as a predilection to assume the best when interpreting another’s motives, 

regardless of economic incentives (Coletti et al., 2005; Kramer, 1999; Uzzi, 1997).  

Hence, we view trust as a psychological and moral issue. This approach differs from 

the previous rational view, where trust arises in games when the economic incentives 

favor cooperative behavior. Furthermore, trust encompasses several different levels: 

trust, no trust, and distrust. Trust and distrust lie at the extremes of a continuum. 

While trust is based on confidence in another, distrust refers to the concern that an-

other may act to do harm. 

In summary, we expect that in the laboratory: a) subjects who distrust or don’t trust 

but are economically encouraged, are prone to decrease slack; b) subjects who distrust 

or don’t trust but are not economically encouraged, are prone to ever-increasing slack; 

c) subjects who trust but are economically encouraged, submit budgets with higher 

slack; and d) subjects who trust but are not economically encouraged, submit budgets 

with low slack.  Thus, we formulate the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 1: Subjects who trust in their superiors and are not economically en-

couraged choose budgets with less slack than subjects who evidence distrust or “no 

trust” and are economically encouraged. 

The manipulation of the level of trust in the laboratory should have consequences 

for subjects’ choice of budgetary slack.  When suspicion about superiors arises, budg-

etary slack should increase.  This results from the fact that trust is formed over time 

(Rousseau et al., 1998).  

It is always feasible to move managers from their initial positions along the contin-

uum of trust-distrust because trust is an induced mind-set. Trust is a non-personality 

factor, susceptible to change when individuals interact in laboratory experiments. 

Thus, an individual can change his or her level of trust (or mistrust) while attempting 

to solve a problem (Rowe, 2004; Zand, 1972).  Trust can then be altered both with 

and without economic incentives (Zand, 1972).  In particular, we are interested in the 

effects on slack that result from altering trust in the presence and absence of economic 

implications.  
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Having established a level of trust with another person, a perception that trust is 

one-sided leads to some diminution. When individuals begin to doubt that another 

person is operating in good faith, they manifest suspicion.  Suspicion, in turn, results 

in a loss of trust.  Similarly, individuals begin to distrust when they anticipate viola-

tions of trust in the future.  The thought that unfulfilled expectations in one interper-

sonal exchange are likely to manifest in all other exchanges leads to distrust. Distrust 

emerges through negative expectations, assumptions, or beliefs about others’ motives. 

Recurring abuses further increase distrust (Jones and George, 1998; Sitkin and Roth, 

1993).  

Hypothesis 2: A reduction in trust generates an increase in slack, independently of 

the presence and absence of economic incentives. 

3 Experimental Design 

The laboratory experiment employed a 5 (trust-slack levels) x 3 (information asym-

metries on trust and slack) factorial design.  We randomly assigned 240 participants 

to the roles of 30 executives, 90 managers, and 120 controllers, and in 30 groups (see 

Figure 1). 

Fig. 1. Research experimental design  
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5 groups

High distrust -very high slack
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5 groups

Low distrust-High slack

(Group 2)
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No trust-Medium slack
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Low trust-Low slack

(Group 4)

5 groups

High trust-Very low slack

(Group 5)

120 controllers

(4 to each group)

30 financial managers

(1 to each group)

30 executives

(1 to each group)

30 production managers

(1 to each group)

30 marketing managers

(1 to each group)
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In order to design our experiment, we based on a previous one. That experiment tried 

to check if subjects who trust in their superiors choose budgets with less slack than 

subjects who evidence no trust or distrust without any monetary incentives. It was 

recruited a total of 240 businesspersons enrolled in postgraduate business courses to 

participate in an experiment about the effect of trust on budgetary slack.  Subjects 

were pseudo-volunteers, as the experiment was part of a class assignment. The sub-

jects did not receive payment for their participation in this experiment.  Businessper-

sons were invited to participate in the experiment as a means of improving their 

knowledge of the budgetary process, consistent with the notion that classroom exper-

iments have pedagogical value (Friedman and Sunder, 1988).  The average manageri-

al experience of a participant was 3.57 years.  The percentages of males and females 

in the sample were 68% and 32%, respectively.  48% of the participants were current-

ly dealing with budgets in their professional activities, while all of the subjects had 

experience dealing with budgets at some time.  

The experiment consisted of a simulation study of a business game, where partici-

pants were assigned simulation tasks (DeJong et al., 1985; Lombardo and McCall, 

1982).  It was replicated a corporation: namely, the travel agency of an international 

holding company, whose primary business activity was tourism. The laboratory ex-

periment employed a 5 (trust-slack levels) x 3 (information asymmetries on trust and 

slack) factorial design.  It was randomly assigned 240 participants to the roles of 30 

executives, 90 managers, and 120 controllers, and in 30 groups, where different com-

binations of trust and slack were present.  Groups were of five types: high trust-very 

low slack, group 5; low trust-low slack, group 4; no trust-medium slack, group 3; low 

distrust-high slack group, group 2; and high distrust-very high slack, group 1. Each 

group was composed of three managers (production, marketing, and finance), one 

executive, and four controllers.    

It was verbally informed participants regarding the general purpose of the experi-

ment, the resource and information endowment, the set of actions available to them, 

and the moral and economic consequences of each action (Friedman and Sunder, 

1988).  Participants also received private written instructions, which they were not 

allowed to reveal at any time during the experiment.  It was also provided all partici-

pants with written information about the nature of the budgets under discussion.  In 

particular, they knew the global profitability underlying each budget: a) 5.35% (budg-

et 1), b) 5.78% (budget 2), c) 6.31% (budget 3), d) 6.68% (budget 4), and, e) 7.09% 

(budget 5).  Nonetheless, only subjects in the roles of managers knew the amount of 

budgetary slack, as they were told privately that 7.10% was the maximum attainable 

global profitability.  The amounts of slack were 0.01% (budget 5), 0.42% (budget 2), 

0.79% (budget 3), 1.32% (budget 2) and, 1.75% (budget 1).  Thus, they were aware of 

the slack associated with each budget.   
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3.1 Variables Measurement 

The endogenous variables are: the first budget proposed, which represents the earliest 

manifestation of slack (V1), and the final budget, which is the last manifestation of 

slack (V2) (Fisher et al., 2000, 2002). The exogenous variable group (V3) refers to 

the five types of groups. The five groups are based on the participation of the manag-

ers in previous conditions of high distrust-very high slack (group 1), low distrust-high 

slack (group 2), no trust-medium slack (group 3), low trust-low slack (group 4), and 

high trust-very low slack (group 5). As soon as the meeting was completed, we ques-

tioned all the participants about their evaluation of the final level of trust executives 

had in managers (V4). Final trust was measured from 1 (high distrust) to 5 (high 

trust). 

Both executives and controllers were uninformed about slack conditions and the 

amount of slack. Hence, to identify how aware executives and controllers were of 

slack during discussion of the budget, they were asked about the effort that managers 

invested in their last budget proposal. A variable based on effort was built, which 

varies from 1 (very easy to attain) to 5 (required their maximum effort) (V5). It was 

also checked if executives and controllers were conscious of: a) managers’ success in 

submitting budgets easily attainable (V6); b) if budgetary targets induce high manage-

rial productivity (reverse code) (V7); c) if it was costly to manage budgets carefully 

(reverse code) (V8); and d) if they thought that budgets had motivated managers to be 

concerned with improving efficiency (V9). Executives’ and controllers’ responses 

were on a scale from 1 (definitely true) to 7 (definitely false).  With regard to trust, 

executives gleaned some indirect information through the level of cooperation, 

whereas controllers knew nothing.  To differentiate between these two situations, a 

binary control variable that we denote as the absence of information on trust was de-

fined (V10); this provides a value of one for controllers and zero for executives. We 

also control for gender differences (V11), professional experience (years in the work-

place as a manager) (V12), and previous knowledge of budgets (V13). 

4 Results 

To test our hypotheses, a multinomial logit model was specified (Hosmer and Leme-

show, 1989; Menard, 2002). The initial budget is the dependent variable; the group 

and control variables comprise the independent variables. The initial budget is the 

response variable in five categories. Four equations were derived. Each of the four 

equations comprises a multinomial logistic regression comparing the other budgets 

with budget 1 (slack=1.75%). The multinomial logistic regression model takes the 

form: 

 1 exp ) / exp )k k k kT TP (y   /  ß x ß x ß x        , (1) 

Where y is the class indicator for the kth budget; x is the predictor vector extended 

by one to be paired with the intercept parameter. Each k is a vector of parameters, 
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one for each class (the letter T means total). The initial budgets diverge. Subjects in 

the role of managers start the budgetary meeting with budget 3 (amount of slack: 

0.79%) 28.9% of the time, followed by budget 1 (slack: 1.75%) 24.4% of the time, 

and budget 2 (slack: 1.32%) 21.1% of the time. Budgets 4 (slack: 0.42%) and 5 

(slack: 0.01%) are chosen less frequently, 12.2% and 13.3% of the time, respectively. 

A Wald test permitted appraising the significance of the individual logistic regression 

coefficients for the variable group (V4) and the insignificance of the control variables 

(Table 3). Using the Wald statistic, group is significant with the exception of Budget 

2. Likelihood ratio tests also corroborate the significance of group and the insignifi-

cance of the control variables (see Table 1). 

The odds ratio, Exp (B), in Table 1 shows that as group increases by one unit, the 

odds ratios of budget 3 (slack= 0.79%), budget 4 (slack= 6.68%), and budget 5 

(slack= 0.01%) increase by multiples of 4.05, 5.14, and 2.43, respectively, once the 

variables for sex (V11), years at work (V12), and budget experience (V13) were con-

trolled. Thus, the parameter estimates confirm that when one-time prior conditions of 

subjects move from distrust-high slack to trust-low slack, the probability of a subject 

submitting initial budgets with low slack (0.42%), medium slack (0.79%), and very 

low slack (0.01%) increases. This result confirms, to some extent, Hypothesis 1: Sub-

jects who previously trust create less slack than managers who distrust, i.e., they in-

tend to invest more effort. We cannot show, however, that subjects who evidence low 

distrust in their superiors produce more (or less) sack than he ones who evidence high 

distrust. 

Table 1. Initial Proposals of Budgets by Managers: Parameter Estimates and Likelihood Ratio 

Tests 

Panel A: Parameter Estimates      

Initial Proposal of 

Budget by Manag-

ers 

Independent variables  B Std. error Wald D

.f. 

Sig. Exp 

(B) 

Budget 2 

 (Slack= 1.32%) 

Intercept  –

0.086 
0.985 0.008 1 0.930  

Group V3 0.117 0.303 0.149 1 0.699 1.124 

Sex V1

1 
0.080 0.696 0.013 1 0.908 1.083 

Years at work V1

2 

–

0.162 
0.137 1.396 1 0.237 0.851 

Budget experience V1

3 
0.418 0.739 0.320 1 0.572 1.519 

Budget 3 

 (Slack=0.79%) 

Intercept  –

4.620 
1.372 11.330 1 0.001  

Group V3 1.399 0.356 15.430 1 0.000 4.051 

Sex V1

1 

–

0.249 
0.733 0.115 1 0.734 0.780 
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Years at work V1

2 
0.040 0.122 0.106 1 0.745 1.041 

Budget experience V1

3 
1.515 0.758 3.996 1 0.046 4.550 

Budget 4 

 (Slack=0.42%) 

Intercept  –

6.737 
1.925 12.246 1 0.000  

Group V3 1.637 0.462 12.558 1 0.000 5.141 

Sex V1

1 

–

0.482 
0.911 0.280 1 0.597 0.618 

Years at work V1

2 
0.059 0.142 0.175 1 0.676 1.061 

Budget experience V1

3 
2.198 0.953 5.317 1 0.021 9.005 

Budget 5 

 (Slack=0.01%) 

Intercept  –

4.738 
10.593 8.844 1 0.003  

Group V3 0.888 0.377 5.562 1 0.018 2.430 

Sex V1

1 
1.003 0.973 1.062 1 0.303 2.726 

Years at work V1

2 
0.048 0.132 0.132 1 0.717 1.049 

Budget experience V1

3 
1.819 0.856 4.520 1 0.034 6.165 

Panel B:  Likelihood Ratio Tests    

 Effect  –2 log likelihood of 

reduced model 

Chi-square D.f. Sig. 

 Intercept  246.767 34.360 4 0.000 

 Group V3 247.445 35.038 4 0.000 

 Sex V1

1 
215.213 2.806 4 0.591 

 Years at work V1

2 
215.176 2.769 4 0.597 

 Budget experience V1

3 
221.381 8.974 4 0.062 

The chi-square statistic is the difference in –2 log likelihoods between the final model and the reduced model. 

The reduced model is formed by omitting a variable from the final model. The null hypothesis is that all parame-

ters of the effect are zero 

 

A different multinomial logit model for closing budgets was constructed.  

Final budget is the dependent variable with five categories generating four equations. 

Each of the four equations is a binary logistic regression that contrasts other budgets 

with Budget 1 (very high slack).  Multinomial logistic regression simultaneously es-

timates the four logits. 

Final budgets show some discrepancy.  A greater number of subjects (32.2%) fin-

ish the budgetary meeting agreeing to budget 3 (slack=0.79%).  Smaller numbers of 
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managers decide on other budgets: 14.4% are inclined to close the meeting with 

budget 1 (slack=0.79%), 20.0% with budget 2 (Slack=1.32%), 18.9% with budget 4 

(slack=1.32%), and 14.4% with budget 5 (slack=0.01%).  It was found that the 

amount of slack in final budgets is less than in initial budgets.  Therefore, disagree-

ment appears to reduce slack on average. 57 subjects adhere to their opening budget 

proposals, however, while 33 subjects change their final proposal from the opening 

offer.  Using the Wald statistic, group (V3) is significant with the exception of budget 

2 (Table 2), and as well as in the likelihood ratio tests (Table2). The odds ratio, Exp 

(B), bears out the preceding outcome.  A one unit increase in group, i.e., subjects 

moving towards early high-trust and low-slack, brings about an increase of 1.998 in 

the odds ratio of budget 3 (slack=0.79%), and 2.152 in the odds ratio of budget 4 

(slack=0.42%). The odds of budget 2 (slack=1.32%) and budget 5 (slack=0.01%) as 

final proposals by subjects in meetings, however, are not significantly explained by 

the initial group.  

Table 2. Final Proposals of Budgets by Managers: Parameter Estimates and Likelihood Ratio 

Tests 

 

Panel A: Parameter Estimates      

Final Proposal of 

Budget by Managers 

Independent variables  B Std. error Wald D.

f. 

Sig. Exp (B) 

Budget 2 

 (Slack= 1.32%) 

 

Intercept  3.252 1.600 4.132 1 0.042  

Group V3 –0.057 0.333 0.030 1 0.864 0.944 

Final trust V4 –0.918 0.414 4.904 1 0.027 0.399 

Sex V11 –0.058 0.856 0.005 1 0.946 0.944 

Years at work V12 0.098 0.143 0.466 1 0.495 1.102 

Budget experience V13 –0.606 0.808 0.562 1 0.453 0.545 

Budget 3 

 (Slack=0.79%)  

 

Intercept  1.392 1.478 0.887 1 0.346  

Group V3 0.692 0.306 5.125 1 0.024 1.998 

Final trust V4 –0.711 0.403 3.115 1 0.078 0.491 

Sex V11 –0.389 0.772 0.254 1 0.614 0.678 

Years at work V12 0.067 0.130 0.268 1 0.605 1.070 

Budget experience V13 –0.639 0.737 0.752 1 0.386 0.528 

Budget 4 

 (Slack=0.42%)  

 

Intercept  1.714 1.634 1.100 1 0.294  

Group V3 0.767 0.357 4.601 1 0.032 2.152 

Final trust V4 –0.952 0.446 4.562 1 0.033 0.386 

Sex V11 –0.360 0.837 0.185 1 0.667 0.697 

Years at work V12 –0.143 0.178 0.649 1 0.420 0.866 

Budget experience V13 0.010 0.820 0.000 1 0.990 1.010 

Budget 5 

 (Slack=0.01%)  

 

Intercept  –1.311 1.775 0.545 1 0.460  

Group V3 0.480 0.339 2.013 1 0.156 1.617 

Final trust V4 –0.320 0.456 0.491 1 0.483 0.726 

Sex V11 0.932 1.023 0.831 1 0.362 2.541 

Years at work V12 0.100 0.136 0.545 1 0.460 1.105 
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Budget experience V13 –0.177 0.841 0.045 1 0.833 0.837 

Panel B:  Likelihood Ratio Tests    

 Effect  –2 log likelihood of re-

duced model 

Chi-square D.f. Sig. 

 Intercept  253.165 11.485 4 0.022 

 Group V3 253.461 11.780 4 0.019 

 Final trust V4 249.810 8.130 4 0.087 

 Sex V11 244.551 2.871 4 0.580 

 Years at work V12 245.542 3.862 4 0.425 

 Budget experience V13 243.354 1.674 4 0.795 

The chi-square statistic is the difference in –2 log likelihoods between the final model and the reduced model. The reduced model is 

formed by omitting a variable from the final model. The null hypothesis is that all parameters of the effect are zero 

 

The Wald test also indicates that final trust (V4) explains the odds ratios of 

final budgets 2 and 4 (Table 2).  The likelihood ratio tests, however, do not strongly 

support the significance of final trust (Table 2).  If the ending trust increases by one 

unit (towards high trust), the odds ratios of budget 2 (slack=1.32%) and budget 4 

(slack=0.42%) are less than one.  Further units of final trust generate a reduction of 

0.399 in the odds ratio of Budget 2, and 0.386 in the odds ratio of Budget 3 (Table 2).  

Accordingly, once final trust increases, the probability that subjects propose low and 

medium slack final budgets, instead of budgets with the maximum slack, is less. The 

exception is the odds ratio for budget 5, which is found to be insignificant.  These 

findings validate to some extent Hypothesis 2: By taking into consideration the fact 

that final trust produces consequences for subjects’ slack choices, follow-on slack is 

greater than before as one introduces suspicion.  The initial trust and slack conditions, 

however, are determinants for most managers.  For example, 57 managers do not 

adjust their original budget suggestions. 

5 Discussion and Conclusions 

The experiment shows that trust, understood as a moral and psychological factor, 

ameliorates the problem of slack in the absence of any explicit link between trust 

preferences and the distribution of wealth (as recommended by Rankin et al., 2005).  

The existence of subjects’ distrust of their superiors stimulates higher levels of slack.  

The budgets initially and finally proposed by subjects in the role of managers con-

tain less slack than expected, which is consistent with previous findings that indicate 

that subjects tend to produce less budgetary slack than agency theory predicts (e.g. 

Stevens, 2002).  The results also show that prior conditions of trust and slack facilitate 

the understanding of subjects’ preferences for proposing initial budgets.  This ex-

plains the likelihood of budgets with medium, low, and very low slack, but not budg-

ets with high slack.  An incremental effect on subjects’ honesty, i.e., a reduction in 

slack, was found related to trust in a budgetary setting in which the superior has the 

final authority over budget approval. That seems to contradict the previous finding of 

Rankin et al. (2005) that suggests that there is no incremental effect on honesty when 
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a superior has final authority over budget approval, while the opposite occurs when 

subordinates dictate the budget. Trust maybe acts as a moderator, positively motivat-

ing subjects to honesty when superiors dictate budgets. The trust levels on subjects in 

the role of managers were manipulated by introducing suspicion. Nevertheless, most 

of subjects held to their initial budgetary choices throughout the meeting.  This find-

ing demonstrates the weight of initial conditions of trust and slack in budgetary set-

tings.  In particular, the significance of the preceding trust-slack interaction in a trust-

low slack environment, as preferences for medium and low slack budgets over very 

high slack budgets were moderated by group discussion. 

Several subjects in the role of managers adjusted their budgetary choice.  As soon 

as their final trust moved from distrust towards trust, subjects modified their budgets 

and thus their slack.  In response, most subjects decided to reduce, rather than in-

crease, slack.  When suspicion appeared in the budgetary setting, and the managers’ 

final trust shifted from a position of distrust to trust, the possibility that managers 

chose budgets with high, medium, and low slack, instead of very high slack, dimin-

ished as the final conditions depended more on trust. This is a key finding: Budgetary 

slack levels decrease in trust settings, even in the absence of any direct pecuniary 

incentive. This finding is relevant for management accounting researchers as trust, 

understood as a psychological and moral factor, has a positive effect on the amount of 

slack.  But we ask: budgetary slack levels decrease more (in trust settings) in the pres-

ence of monetary incentive? Or conversely budgetary slack levels decrease less? We 

try to design an experiment that answers these questions.  
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Abstract. The paper considers a data analysis system of the Witology
company collaborative platform and mainly describes a methodology and
results of the �rst experiments. The developed system is based on several
models and methods of modern analysis of object-attribute and unstruc-
tured data (texts) such as Formal Concept Analysis, multimodal cluster-
ing, association rules mining and keywords and collocations extraction
from texts.
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1 Introduction and related work

The success of modern collaborative technologies is marked by the appearance
of many novel platforms for holding distributed brainstorming or carrying out
so called �public examination�. There are a lot of such crowdsourcing companies
in USA (Spigit [1], BrightIdea [2], InnoCentive [3] etc.) and Europe (Imaginatik
[4]). A couple of years ago Russian companies launched business in that area
as well. Two most vivid examples of such Russian companies are Witology [5]
and Wikivote [6]. The reality as yet is far away from technological breakthrough,
though some all-Russian projects have already been �nished successfully (for ex-
ample, Sberbank-21, National Entrepreneurial Initiative-2012 [7] etc.). The core
of such crowdsourcing systems is a socio-semantic network [8,9,10,11], which data
requires new approaches to analyze. This paper is devoted to the new method-
ological base for the collaborative systems data analysis, which uses modern
data mining and arti�cial intelligence models and methods. As a rule, while par-
ticipating in a project, users of such crowdsourcing platforms [12] discuss and
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solve one common problem, propose their ideas, evaluate ideas of each other
as experts. Finally, as a result of the discussion and ranking of users and their
ideas we get the best ideas and users (their generators). For deeper understand-
ing of users's behavior, developing the su�cient ranking criteria, dynamics and
statistics analysis the special means are needed. Traditional methods of clus-
tering, community detection and text mining need to be adapted or even fully
redesigned. Moreover, these methods require ingenuity for their e�ective and ef-
�cient use (�nding non-trivial results). We brie�y describe models of data used
in crowdsourcing projects in terms of Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [13]. Fur-
thermore, we present the collaborative platform data analysis system CrowDM
(Crowd Data Mining), its architecture and methods underlying the key steps of
data analysis.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe
some key notions from FCA, our data and methods. In section 3 we discuss the
analysis scheme of the developed system. In section 4 we present the results of
our �rst experiments with the Sberbank-21 data. Section 5 concludes our paper
and describes some possible directions for future research.

2 Mathematical models and methods

At the initial stage of collaborative platform data analysis two data types were
identi�ed: data without using keywords (links, evaluations, user actions) and
data with keywords (all user-generated content). These two data types totally
correspond with two components of a socio-semantic network. For the analysis
of the 1st type of data (with keywords) we suggest to apply Social Network
Analysis (SNA) methods, clustering (biclustering and triclustering [14,15,16],
spectral clustering), FCA (concept lattices, implications, association rules) and
its extensions for multimodal data, triadic, for instance [17]; recommender sys-
tems [18,19,20] and statistical methods of data analysis [21] (the analysis of
distributions and average values).

Methods described in this paper are colored blue at the analysis scheme (see
�g. 2). The protagonists of crowdsourcing projects (and corresponding collab-
orative platforms) are platform users (project participants). We consider them
as objects for analysis. More than that, each object can (or cannot) possess a
certain set of attributes. The user's attributes can be: topics which the user dis-
cussed, ideas which he generated or voted for, or even other users. The main
instrument for analysis of such object-attribute data is FCA. Let us give formal
de�nitions. The formal context in FCA is a triple K = (G,M, I), where G is a
set of objects, M is aset of attributes, and the relation I ⊆ G×M shows which
object which attribute possesses. For any A ⊆ G and B ⊆ M one can de�ne
Galois operators:

A′ = {m ∈M | gIm for all g ∈ A}, (1)

B′ = {g ∈ G | gIm for all m ∈ B}.
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The operator ′′ (applying the operator ′ twice) is a closure operator : it is
idempotent (A′′′′ = A′′), monotonous (A ⊆ B implies A′′ ⊆ B′′) and extensive
(A ⊆ A′′). The set of objects A ⊆ G such that A′′ = A is called closed. The same
is for closed attributes sets, subsets of a setM . A couple (A,B) such that A ⊂ G,
B ⊂ M , A′ = B and B′ = A, is called formal concept of a context K. The sets
A and B are closed and called extent and intent of a formal concept (A,B)
correspondingly. For the set of objects A the set of their common attributes A′

describes the similarity of objects of the set A, and the closed set A′′ is a cluster
of similar objects (with the set of common attributes A'). The relation �to be
more general concept� is de�ned as follows: (A,B) ≥ (C,D) i� A ⊆ C. The
concepts of a formal context K = (G,M, I) ordered by extensions inclusion form
a lattice, which is called concept lattice. For its visualization the line diagrams
(Hasse diagrams) can be used, i.e. cover graph of the relation �to be more general
concept�. In the worst case (Boolean lattice) the number of concepts is equal
to 2{min |G|,|M |}, thus, for large contexts, FCA can be used only if the data is
sparse. Moreover, one can use di�erent ways of reducing the number of formal
concepts (choosing concepts by stability index or extent size). The alternative
approach is a relaxation of the de�nition of formal concept as maximal rectangle
in object-attribute matrix which elements belong to the incidence relation. One
of such relaxations is a notion of object-attribute bicluster [15]. If (g,m) ∈ I,
then (m′, g′) is called object-attribute bicluster with the density ρ(m′, g′) =
|I ∩ (m′ × g′)|/(|m′| · |g′|).

g

m

g''

m''

 

g'

 m'

Fig. 1. OA-bicluster.

The main features of OA-biclusters are listed below:
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1. For any bicluster (A,B) ⊆ 2G × 2M it is true that 0 ≤ ρ(A,B) ≤ 1.
2. OA-bicluster (m′, g′) is a formal concept i� ρ = 1.
3. If (m′, g′) is a bicluster, then (g′′, g′) ≤ (m′,m′′).

Let (A,B) ⊆ 2G×2M be a bicluster and ρmin be a non-negative real number
such that 0 ≤ ρmin ≤ 1, then (A,B) is called dense, if it �ts the constraint
ρ(A,B) ≥ ρmin. The above mentioned properties show that OA-biclusters di�er
from formal concepts since unit density is not required. Graphically it means
that not all the cells of a bicluster must be �lled by a cross (see �g. 1). Besides
formal lattice construction and visualization by means of Hasse diagrams one
can use implications and association rules for detecting attribute dependencies
in data. Then, using the obtained results, it is easy to form recommendations (for
example, o�ering users the most interesting discussions for them). Furthermore,
structural analysis can be performed and then used for �nding communities.
Statistical methods are helpful for frequency analysis of the di�erent users' ac-
tivities. Almost all of the above mentioned methods can be applied to data
containing users' keywords (in this case they become attributes of a user).

2.1 Keywords and keyphrases extraction

We considerKeywords (keyphrases) as a set of the most signi�cant words (phrases)
in a text document that can provide a compact description for the content and
style of this document. In the remainder of this paper we do not always di�er-
entiate between keywords and keyphrases, assuming that a keyword is a partic-
ular case of a keyphrase. In our project two similar problems of keywords and
keyphrases extraction arise:

1. Keywords and keyphrases of the whole Witology forum;
2. Keywords and keyphrases of one user, topic etc.

In the �rst case we concentrate on �nding syntactically well associated key-
words (keyphrases). In the second case speci�c words and phrases of a certain
user or topic are the subject of interest. Hence, we have to use two di�erent meth-
ods for each keywords (keyphrases) extraction problem. The �rst one is solved by
using any statistical measure of association, such as Pointwise Mutual Informa-
tion (PMI), T-Score or Chi-Square [22]. To solve the second problem we may use
TF-IDF or Mutual Information (MI) measures that re�ect how important the
word or phrase is for the given subset of texts. All the above mentioned measures
de�ne the weight of a speci�c word or phrase in the text. The words and phrases
of the highest weight then can be considered as keywords and keyphrases. We
are more interested in the quality of extracted keywords and keyphrases than
in the way we obtain them. To tokenize texts we use a basic principle of word
separation: there should be either a spacee or a punctuation mark between two
words. A hyphen between two sequences of symbols makes them one word. To
lemmatize words we use Russian AOT lemmatizer [23], which is far from being
ideal, but it is the only freely available one (even for commercial usage) for pro-
cessing Russian texts. To normalize bi- and tri-grams we use one of our Python
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scripts that normalizes phrases according to their formal grammatical patterns.
We are going to use formal contexts based on sets of extracted keyphrases and
people who use them, the occurence of keyphrases in texts and so on. By analogy,
keyphrases, texts and users all together form a tricontext for further analysis.
Moreover, keyphrases are an essential part of a socio-semantic network model,
where they are used for semantic representation of the network's nodes.

3 Analysis scheme

The data analysis scheme of CrowDM, which is developed now by the project
and educational team of Witology and NRU HSE is presented in �gure 2. As
it was mentioned before, after downloading data from a platform database, we
obtain formal contexts and text collections. In turn, the latter become formal
contexts as well after keyword extraction. After that, the resulting contexts are
analyzed.

4 First experiments results

For carrying out experiments we constructed formal concepts where objects are
users of the platform and attributes are ideas which users proposed within one of
5 project topics (�Ñáåðáàíê è ÷àñòíûé êëèåíò� (�Sberbank and private client�)).
We selected only the ideas that reached the end or almost the end of the project.
An object�user� has an attribute �idea� if this user somehow contributed to the
discussion of this idea, i.e. he is an author of the idea, commented on the idea
and evaluated the idea or comments which were added to the idea. Thus, the
extracted formal concepts (U, I), where U is a set of users, I is a set of ideas,
correspond to so called epistemic communities (communities of interests), i.e.
the set of users U who are interested in the ideas of I. Figure 3 displays the
diagram of the obtained concept lattice.

Each node of the diagram coincides with one formal concept (in total the
lattice contains 198 concepts). A node is marked by the label of an object or
an attribute if this object (moving bottom-up by diagram) or attribute (moving
top-down) �rst appeared in this node. It is obvious that the obtained diagram
is too awkward to be analyzed as a static image. Usually in such cases one can
use order �lters or diagrams of the sets of stable concepts or iceberg-lattices
for visualization. We will showcase how to read a concept lattice using the lat-
tice fragment in �gure 4. The experiments were carried out using the program
Concept Explorer (ConExp) which was developed for applying FCA algorithms
to object-attribute data [24]. Clicking on a lattice node, one can see the ob-
jects and attributes corresponding to the concept which this node represents.
Objects are accumulated from below (in the given example the set of objects
contains User45 and User22), attributes come from above (we have only one at-
tribute, �Ìèêðîêðåäèòû îò 1000 äî 5000�(�Microcredits from 1000 to 5000�)).
This means that User45 and User22 together took part in the discussion of the
given idea and nobody else discussed it.
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Fig. 2. The data analysis scheme of CrowDM.
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Fig. 3. Concept lattice diagram for users-ideas context.

Fig. 4. Fragment of concept lattice diagram
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We demonstrate the results of applying biclustering algorithms on the same
data below.

Fig. 5. Results of biclustering algorithm BiMax

Let us explain the �gure 5. During experiments we used the system for gene
expression data analysis BicAT [14]. Rows correspond to users, columns are ideas
of a given topic (�Ñáåðáàíê è ÷àñòíûé êëèåíò� (�Sberbank and private client�)),
in the discussion of which users participated. The color of the cell of the cor-
responding row and column intersection depicts the contribution intensity of a
given user to a given idea. The contribution is a weighted sum of the number of
comments and evaluations to that idea and takes into account the fact whether
this user is an author of this idea. The lightest cells coincide with zero contri-
bution, the brightest ones (�g. 6, top left cell) show the maximum contribution.
After data discretization (0 � zero contribution, 1 � otherwise) we applied the
BiMax algorithm which found some biclusters (see �g. 6 for example). Since one
of the important crowdsourcing project problems is the search of people with
similar ideas, the presented bicluster with 11 users is most interesting while other
found biclusters contained 4-5 users on average (we constrained the number of
ideas in a bicluster to be strictly greater than 2).

Then, to gain a better understanding of the evaluation process in the project,
evaluation distribution was plotted in several ways. One of them is presented in
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Fig. 6. Biclsuter with a large number of users

�g. 7; it shows the cumulative number of users, who made more than a certain
amount of evaluations during the entire project.

The horizontal axis displays the amount of submitted evaluations. The ver-
tical axis represents the number of users, who made more than a �xed amount
of evaluations. For instance, there is only one participant, who produced more
than 5000 evaluations, and one more person, who made more than 3000 but less
than 5000 evaluations. Thus, the rightmost dot on the X-axis shows the �rst
participant (the y-coordinate is 1), and the next dot shows both of them (the y-
coordinate is 2). The total number of users, who have once evaluated something,
is 167. The set of graph points is explicitly split into two parts: the long gentle
line (from x = 0 to 544 inclusive) and the steep tail. The fact, that both lines
seem almost straight in logarithmic scales, indicates that the evaluation activity
on the project might follow a Pareto distribution. It is reasonable to seek the
individual distribution functions for the main and the tail parts of the sample,
as testing the whole sample for goodness of �t to a Pareto distribution results
in strong rejection of the null hypothesis (H0: �The sample follows a Pareto
distribution�).

5 Conclusion

The results of our �rst experiments suggest that the developed methodology will
be useful for analysis of collaborative systems data and resource-sharing systems.
The most important directions for future work include the analysis of textual
information generated by users, applying multimodal clustering methods and
using them for developing recommender systems.
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Fig. 7. Evaluation distribution
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Abstract. We describe a new recommender system for the Russian in-
teractive radio network FMhost. The new recommender model combines
collaborative and user-based approaches. The system extracts informa-
tion from tags of listened tracks for matching user and radio station
profiles and follows an adaptive online learning strategy based on user
history. We also provide some basic examples and describe the quality
of service evaluation methodology.
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1 Introduction and related work

Music recommendation is an important topic in the field of recommender sys-
tems; see, e.g. the proceedings of International Society for Music Information
Retrieval Conference (ISMIR ) [1], Workshop on Music Recommendation and
Discovery (WOMRAD) [2,3], and Recommender Systems conference (RecSys)
[4]. Although such services as LastFm, Yahoo!LaunchCast and Pandora are well
known, they work on a commercial basis and, moreover, the latter two of them do
not broadcast for Russia. Despite many high-quality papers on different aspects
of music recommendation, there are only few studies on radio station recom-
mender systems for online services.

This work is devoted to the Russian online radio hosting service FMhost
and, in particular, its new hybrid recommender subsystem. Recently, the focus
of computer science research for the music industry has shifted from music infor-
mation retrieval and exploration [5,6,7] to music recommender services [8,9]. The
topic is not new (see, e.g., [10]); however, it is now inspired by new capabilities
of large online services to provide not only millions of tracks for listening to, but
even radio station hosting. Social tagging is also one of the important factors
which allows to apply new tag-similarity based recommender algorithms to the
domain [11,12].
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Recently, a widely acclaimed public contest on music recommender algo-
rithms, KDD Cup, was held by Yahoo! (http://kddcup.yahoo.com/). In KDD
Cup, track 1 was devoted to learning to predict users’ ratings of musical items
(tracks, albums, artists and genres) in which items formed a taxonomy. Each
track belonged to an album, albums belonged to artists, and together they were
tagged by genres. Track 2 aimed at the developing learning algorithms for sep-
arating tracks scored highly by specific users from tracks not scored by them.
It attracted a lot attention from the community to problems which are both
typical for recommender systems and specific for music recommendation: scala-
bility issues, capturing the dynamics and taxonomical properties of items [13].
The current trends of music recommender systems reflect advantages of hybrid
approaches and show the need for user-centric quality measures [14]. For in-
stance, in [15] an interesting approach based on “forgetting curve” to evaluate
“freshness” of predictions was proposed. In [16], the authors posed an important
question, namely how much metadata do we need in music recommendation,
and after a subjective evaluation of 19 users the authors concluded that pure
content-based methods can be drastically improved by using genres.

In [17], the authors proposed the music recommender system Starnet for so-
cial networking. It generates recommendations based either on positive ratings of
friends (social recommendations), positive ratings of others in the network (non-
social recommendations), and it also makes random recommendations. Another
interesting online music recommendation system we can mention is Hotttabs
[18], dedicated to guitar learning. Some authors aim at improving music rec-
ommender systems by using semantic extraction techniques [19,20]. Paper [21]
describes a system of genre recommendation for music and TV programs, which
can be considered as an alternative channel selector. The authors of paper [22]
proposed a recommender system GroupFan which is able to aggregate prefer-
ences of group users to their mutual satisfaction.

Many online services (e.g., Last.fm or LaunchCast) call their audio streams
“radio stations”, but in reality they produce a playlist from a database of tracks
based on a recommender system rather than actually recommend a radio chan-
nel. FMhost, on the other hand, provides users with online radio stations in the
classical meaning of this term: there are human DJs who perform live, a radio
station actually represents a strategy or mood of a certain person (DJ), they
play their own tracks, perform contests etc. Thus, the problem we are solving
differs from most of the work done in music recommendation, and some of the
challenges are unique.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe our online service
FMhost. In section 3, we propose our new recommender model, two basic recom-
mender algorithms, and describe the recommender system architecture. Quality
of Service (QoS) measurement for the system and some insights on FMhost user
behaviour are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.
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2 Online service FMhost.me

2.1 A concise online broadcasting dictionary

Before we proceed, we need to shortly explain some basic domain terminology.
A chart is a radio station track rating; for example, the rock chart shows

a certain number (say, 10) of most popular rock tracks, ranked from the most
popular (rank 1) to the least popular (rank 10) according to the survey. A live
performance (or just live for short) is a performance to which one or several
DJs (disk jockeys) are assigned. They do it from their own PCs, and the audio
stream is being redirected from them to the Icecast server and then everywhere.
Also they may have their own blog for each live, where people may interact with
DJs who perform live. LiquidSoap is a sound generator that broadcasts audio
files (*.mp3, *.aac etc.) into an audio stream. Icecast is a retranslation server
that redirects audio stream from one source, for example LiquidSoap, to many
receivers.

2.2 The FMhost project

FMhost is an interactive radio network. This portal allows users to listen and
broadcast their own radio stations. There are four user categories in the portal:
(1) unauthorized user; (2) listener; (3) Disk Jockey (DJ); (4) radio station owner.

User capabilities vary upon their status. Unauthorized listeners can listen
to any station, but they cannot vote or become DJs. They also cannot use the
recommender system and the rating system.

Listeners, unlike unauthorized users, can vote for tracks, lives, and radio sta-
tions. They can use a recommender system or rating system. They can subscribe
to lives, radio stations, or DJs. They also can be appointed to a live and become
a DJ.

There are three types of broadcasting: (1) stream redirection from another
server; (2) AutoDJ translation; (3) live performance.

Stream redirection applies when a radio station owner has its own server and
wants to use FMhost as a broadcasting platform, but also wants to broadcast
using his own sound generator, e.g., SamBroadcaster (http://spacial.com/
sam-broadcaster), LiquidSoap (http://savonet.sourceforge.net/) etc. Au-
toDj is a special option that allows the users to play music directly from the
FMhost server. Every radio owner gets some space where he can download as
much tracks as he can, and then LiquidSoap will generate the audio stream and
the Icecast (http://www.icecast.org/) server will redirect it to the listeners.
Usually the owner sets a radio schedule which is being played.

Live performances are done by DJs. Everyone who has performed live at least
once can be called a DJ. He can also be added to a radio station crew. Moreover,
a DJ can perform lives at any station, not only on his own station where he is
in a crew.

FMhost was the first project of its kind in Russia, starting in 2009. Nowadays,
following FMhost’s success, there exist several radio broadcasting portals, such
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as http://frodio.com/, http://myradio24.com/, http://myradio24.com/,
http://www.radio-hoster.ru/, http://www.taghosting.ru/, http://www.

economhost.com/, and even http://fmhosting.ru/. In late 2011, FMhost was
taken down for a serious rewrite of the codebase and rethinking of the rec-
ommender system’s architecture. In this paper, we describe the results of this
upgrade.

The previous version of the recommender system experienced several prob-
lems, such as tag discrepancy or personal tracks without tags at all. A survey
by FMhost with about a hundred respondents showed that more than half of
them appreciated the previous version of our recommender system and more
than 80% of the answers were positive or neutral (see Table 1); nevertheless,
we hope that the new recommender model and algorithms provide even more
accurate recommendations and make even less prediction mistakes.

Table 1. FMhost’s recommender system satisfaction survey.

User opinion Number of respondents (%)

I like it very much, all recommendations were relevant 54 (49%)
Good, I like most of the radio stations 22 (20%)
Sometimes there are interesting stations 16 (14%)
I like only few recommended radio stations 9(8%)
None of the recommended stations was satisfactory 10 (9%)

2.3 FMhost conceptual improvements

The new version features a more complex system of user interaction. Every radio
station has an owner who is not just a name but also has the ability to assign
DJs for lives, prepare radio schedule, and assign lives and programs. There will
be a new broadcasting panel for DJs that will allow them to play tracks with
additional features that were not available before, such as an equalizer or fading
between tracks. A new algorithm for the recommender system, a new rating
system, and a new chart system will be launched.

The rating system has been developed to rank radio stations and DJs accord-
ing to their popularity and quality of work. A new core is being implemented
and a new concept of LiquidSoap and Icecast is being designed. The system is
designed so that to eliminate all problems that have surfaced in the previous
version.
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3 Models, algorithms and recommender architecture

3.1 Input data and general structure

Our model is based on three data matrices. The first matrix A = (aut) tracks
the number of times user u visits radio stations with a certain tag t. Each
radio station r broadcasts audio tracks with a certain set of tags Tr. The sets
of all users, radio stations, and tags are denoted by U , R, and T respectively.
The second matrix B = (brt) contains how many tracks with a tag t a radio
station r has played. Finally, the third matrix C = (cur) contains the number
of times a user u visits a radio station r. For each of these three matrices, we
denote by vA, vB , and vC the respective vectors containing sums of elements:
vA =

∑
t∈T

aut, v
B =

∑
t∈T

brt, and vC =
∑
r∈R

aur. We also denote for each matrix

A, B, C the corresponding frequency of visits matrix by Af , Bf , and Cf ; the
frequency matrix is obtained by normalizing the matrix with the respective visits
vector, e.g., Af = (aut · (vAu )−1). Our model is not purely static; the matrices A,
B, and C change after a user u visits a radio station r with a tag t, i.e., each
value aut, brt, and cur is incremented by 1 after this visit.

The model consists of three main blocks: the Individual-Based Recommender
System (IBRS) model, the Collaborative-Based Recommender System (CBRS)
model, and the End Recommender Systems (ERS) that aggregates the results
of the former two.

Each model has its own algorithmic implementation. Since both our previous
works [23,24] and this work implicitly use biclustering ideas, we continue to
name our general algorithms with the RecBi acronym; this time it is the RecBi3
family. We call the resulting algorithms for the three proposed models RecBi3.1,
RecBi3.2, and RecBi3.3, respectively. Here we do not use notation from formal
concept analysis, but refer to [25] for the basic notation used in our previous
algorithms RecBi2.1 and RecBi2.2.

3.2 IBRS

The IBRS model uses matrices Af and Bf and aims to provide a particular user
u0 ∈ U with top N recommendations represented mathematically by a special
structure TopN (u). Formally, TopN (u0) is a triple (Ru0

,�u0
, rank), where Ru0

is the set of at most N radio stations recommended to a particular user u0, �u0

is a well-defined quasiordering (reflexive, transitive, and complete) on the set
Ru0

, and rank is a function which maps each radio station r from Ruo
to [0, 1].

The RecBi3.1 algorithm computes the 1-norm distance between a user u0
and a radio station r, i.e.m d(u0, r) =

∑
t ∈ T |au0t − brt|. Then all distances

between the user u0 and the radio stations r ∈ R are calculated. Further the
algorithm constructs the relation ≺u0

according to the following rule: ri � rj
iff d(u0, ri) ≤ d(u0, ri). The function rank operates on Ru0 according to the
following rule:

rank(ri) = 1− d(u0, ri)/max
rj∈R

d(u0, rj).
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Finally, after selecting N radio stations for N greatest rank values in the set
Ru0

, we have the structure TopN (u0) which represents a ranked list of radio
stations recommended to the user u0.

Fig. 1. The recommender system architecture

As shown in Fig. 1, our model takes into account not only listened tracks but
also liked tracks, liked radio stations, and favorite radio stations. To refine the
IBRS submodel we tune it with the SMARTS algorithm known from decision
making theory [26]. According to the method and expert decisions, we should
count each track tag of a listened radio station, liked radio station, liked track,
and favorite radio station with a different weight. The SMARTS procedure pro-
vided us with the four weights for listened radio station, liked radio station,
favorite radio station, and liked track according to our experts’ assessment of
mutual criterion importance, namely 0.07, 0.16, 0.3, and 0.47. In the SMARTS
method, we consider each tag type as a criterion with two terminal values 0 and
100% on a real number scale. Some tag t may have some or even four of these
types simultaneously; in this case, the algorithm adds to aut the total weight of
the tag (i.e., the sum of weights) after a user u visits some radio station with
this tag. In case there are several elements with the same rank so that TopN (u)
is not uniquely defined, we simply choose the first elements according to some
arbitrary ordering (e.g., the lexicographic ordering of station names).

3.3 CBRS

The CBRS model is based on the Cf matrix. The matrix also yields a vector
nC which stores the total number of listened stations for each user u ∈ U . This
vector also changes over time, and this value is used as a threshold to transform
matrix Cf to distance matrix D as follows:
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dij =

{ |cfir − cfjr|, if cfir ≥ n−1i and cfjr ≥ n−1j
|cfir + cfjr|, if cfir > n−1i and cfjr < n−1j or vice versa

(1)

This distance takes into account the frequency nCu of all radio station visits
for user u and considers its inverse value as a threshold to decide whether a
particular station r should be considered as popular for this user. Thus, users
with different signs of cfir − n−1i and cfjr − n−1j become more distant than for
the conventional absolute distance. This distance dij actually serves as a sort of
polarizing filter, and in Section 4 we compare it with common approaches.

After computing D, the algorithm RecBi3.2 constructs the list Topk(u0) =
(Uu0

,�u0
, sim) of k users similar to our target user u0 who awaits recommenda-

tions, where sim(u) = 1−duu0
/max
u′∈U

du′u0
. We define the set of all radio stations

user u0 listened to as L(u0) = {r|cfur = 0}. In a similar way, we define

TopN (u0) = (Ru0 ,�u0 , rank), where

rank(r) = sim(u∗) · cfu∗r and

u∗ = arg max
u∈Uu0

,r∈U/L(u0)
sim(u) · cfur.

It is worth mentioning that rank : r 7→ [0, 1]. The problem of choosing exactly
N topmost stations is solved in the same way as in the IBRS submodel.

3.4 ERS

After IBRS and CBRS have finished, we are left with two ranked lists of recom-
mended stations TopIN (u0) and TopCN (u0) for our target user u0 from IBRS and
CBRS respectively. The ERS submodel proposes a simple solution for aggregat-
ing these lists into the final recommendation structure TopEN (u0) = (REu0

,�Eu0

, rankE). For every r ∈ RCu0
∪RIu0

, the function rankE(r) maps r to the weighted
sum

β · rankC(r) + (1− β) · rankI(r),

where we let β ∈ [0,1], rankC(r) = 0 for all r 6∈ RC and rankI(r) = 0 for all
r 6∈ RI . The algorithm RecBi3.3 adds the best N radio stations according to
this criterion to the set RCu0

.

4 Quality of service assessment

To evaluate the quality of the developed system, we propose a variant of the
cross-validation technique [27]. Before we proceed to the detailed description of
the procedure, we discuss some important analyses that we conducted on the
FMhost data for the period from 2009 till 2011.
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4.1 Basic statistics

It is a well-known fact that social networking data often follows the so called
power law distribution [28]. To decide which amount of active users or radio
stations we have to take into account for making recommendations, we performed
a simple statistical analysis of user and radio station activity. Around 20% of
the users (only registered ones) were analysed.

Table 2. Basic parameters of the user and radio visits datasets, along with their
power-law fits and the corresponding p-value .

Dataset n 〈x〉 σ xmax x̂min α̂ ntail p-value

User dataset 4187 5.86 12.9 191 12 ± 2 2.46(0.096) 117 0.099
Radio dataset 2209 11.22 60.05 1817 46 ± 11 2.37(0.22) 849 0.629
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Fig. 2. Cumulative distribution functions P (x) and their maximum likelihood power-
law fits for the FMhost two empirical data sets. (a) The frequency distribution of radio
station visits. (b) The frequency of visits of unique users.

Table 2 shows p-values of statistical tests, which were performed by means
of Matlab tools from [28], show that the power law does fit the radio station
dataset, and the probability to make an error by ruling out the null hypothesis
(no power law) is about 0.1 for the user dataset. Thus, the radio station visits
dataset is more likely to follow the power law than the user visits dataset, but
we should take it into account for both datasets; Fig. 2 shows how the power
law actually fits our data.

This analysis implies useful consequences according to the well-known “80:20”
rule:

W = P (α−2)/(α−1),
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which means that the fraction W of the wealth is in the hands of the richest P
of the population. In our case, 50% of users make 80% of all radio station visits,
and 50% of radio stations have 83% of all visits. Thus, if the service tends to
take into account only active stations and users, it can cover 80% of all visits
by considering only 50% of their active audience. However, new radio stations
still deserve to be recommended, so this rule can only be applied to the user
database.

4.2 Quality assessment

To evaluate QoS for the IBRS subsystem (RecBi3.1 algorithm), we count average
precision and recall on the set RN ⊂ R, where N is a number of randomly
“hidden” radiostations. We suppose that for all r in RN and every user u ∈ U
the algorithm does not know whether the radio stations were liked, added to
favorites, or even visited, and we change Af and R accordingly. Then RecBi3.1
attempts to recommend Top-N radio stations for this modified matrix Af .

Top-N average precision and recall are computed as follows:

Precision =

∑
u∈U

|RI
u∩Lu∩RN |
|Lu∩RI

u|

|U | ,

Recall =

∑
u∈U

|RI
u∩Lu∩RN |
|Lu∩RN |

|U | .

To deal with CBRS, we use a modification of the leave-one-out technique. At
each step of the procedure for a particular user u, we “hide” all radio stations
r ∈ RN by setting cfur = 0. Then we perform RecBi3.2 assuming that cfu′r is
unchanged for u′ ∈ U/u. After that we compute

Precision =

∑
u∈U

|RC
u ∩Lu∩RN |
|Lu∩RC

u |

|U | ,

Recall =

∑
u∈U

|RC
u ∩Lu∩RN |
|Lu∩RN |

|U | .

To tune the ERS system, we can use a combination of these two procedures
trying to find the optimal β as

β∗ = arg max
β

2 · Precision · Recall

(Precision + Recall)
.

We suppose that in one month of active operation we will have enough statis-
tics to tune β and choose appropriate similarity and distance measures as well as
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thresholds. We suppose that the resulting system will provide reasonably accu-
rate recommendations using only a single (last) month of user history and only
50% of the most active users. For quality assessment during the actual operation,
we will compute Top-3, Top-5, and Top-10 Precision and Recall measures as well
as whether the system provides a user only with Top-10 items with a highest
rank. In addition, online surveys can be launched to assess user satisfaction with
the new RS system.

5 Conclusion and further work

In this work, we have described the underlying models, algorithms, and the
system architecture of the new improved FMhost service. We hope that the de-
veloped algorithms will help a user to find relevant radio stations to listen to.
In future optimization and tuning, special attention should be paid to scalabil-
ity issues and user-centric quality assessment. We consider matrix factorization
techniques as a reasonable tool to increase scalability, but it has to be carefully
adapted and assessed taking into account the folksonomic nature of tracks tags.
Another attractive feature of the developed system is that it can serve as a kind
of World of Music map built on track-to-track similarity matrices with tags [7].
Another important issue is dealing with the triadic relational nature of data
(users, radio stations (tracks), and tags), which constitutes the so called folk-
sonomy [29], a primary data structure in tagging resource-sharing systems. As
shown in [30], this data can be successfully mined by means of triclustering, so
we also plan to build a tag-based recommender system by means of triclustering.
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Abstract. This work lies in the fusion of experimental economics and data min-
ing. It continues author’s previous work on mining behavior rules of human sub-
jects from experimental data, where game-theoretic predictions partially fail to
work. Game-theoretic predictions aka equilibria only tend to success with expe-
rienced subjects on specific games, what is rarely given. Apart from game theory,
contemporary experimental economics offers a number of alternative models. In
relevant literature, these models are always biased by psychological and near-
psychological theories and are claimed to be proven by the data. This work in-
troduces a data mining approach to the problem without using vast psychological
background. Apart from determinism, no other biases are regarded. Two datasets
from different human subject experiments are taken for evaluation. The first one
is a repeated mixed strategy zero sum game and the second – repeated ultimatum
game. As result, the way of mining deterministic regularities in human strategic
behavior is described and evaluated. As future work, the design of a new repre-
sentation formalism is discussed.

Key words: Game Theory, Psychology, Data Mining, Artificial Intelligence, Domain-
Specific Languages

1 Introduction

Game theory is one of many scientific disciplines predicting outcomes of social, eco-
nomical and competitive interactions among humans on the granularity level of indi-
vidual decisions [1, p.4]. People are assumed to be autonomous and intelligent, and to
decide according to their preferences. People can be regarded as rational, if they always
make decisions, whose execution has according to their subjective estimation the most
preferred consequences [2,3]. The correctness of subjective estimation depends on the
level of intelligence. Rationality can justify own decisions and predictions of other peo-
ple’s decisions. If interacting people satisfy the concept of rationality and apply mutu-
ally and even recursively this concept, then the interaction is called strategic interaction
(SI). Further, game is a notion for the formal structure of a concrete SI [4]. A definition
of a game consists of a number of players, their legal actions and players’ preferences.
The preferences can be replaced by a payoff function under assumed payoff maximiza-
tion. The payoff function defines each player’s outcome depending on his actions, other
players’ actions and random events in the environment. The game-theoretic solution of
a game is a prediction about the behavior of the players aka an equilibrium. The as-
sumption of rationality is the basis for an equilibrium. Deviating from an equilibrium
is beyond rationality, because it does not maximize the payoff. Not every game has an
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equilibrium. However, there is at least one mixed strategies equilibrium (MSE) in finite
games [5].

The notion of game is commonly used for pleasant time spending activities like
board games, but can also be extended to all social, economical and competitive in-
teractions among humans. A board game can have the same game structure as a war.
Some board games are even developed to train people, like Prussian army war game
”Kriegspiel Chess” [6] for officers. We like it to train ourselves in order to perform
better in games [7]. In most cases, common human behavior in games deviates from
game-theoretic predictions [8,9]. One can say without any doubt that if a human player
is trained in a concrete game, he will perform close to equilibrium. But, a chess master
does not also play poker perfectly and vice versa. On the other side, a game-theorist
can find a way to compute an equilibrium for a game, but it does not make a successful
player out of him. There are many games we can play; for most of them, we are not
trained. That is why it is more important to investigate our behavior while playing gen-
eral games than playing a concrete game on expert level. Conducting experiments for
gathering data of human game playing is called experimental economics.

Although general human preferences are a subject of philosophical discussions [10],
game theory assumes that they can be captured as required for modeling rationality. Re-
garding people as rational agents is disputed at least in psychology, where even a scien-
tifically accessible argumentation exposes the existence of stable and consistent human
preferences as a myth [11]. The problems of human rationality can not be explained by
bounded cognitive abilities only. ”British people argue that it is worth spending billions
of pounds to improve the safety of the rail system. However, the same people habitu-
ally travel by car rather than by train, even though traveling by car is approximately 30
times more dangerous than by train!”[12, p.527–530] Since the last six decades never-
theless, the common scientific standards for econometric experiments are that subjects’
preferences over outcomes can be insured by paying differing amounts of money [13].
However, insuring preferences by money is criticized by the term ”Homo Economicus”
as well.

The ability of modeling other people’s rationality and reasoning as well corresponds
with the psychological term ”Theory of Mind” (ToM) [14], which lacks almost only in
the cases of autism. For experimental economics, subjects as well as researchers, who
both are supposed to be non-autistic people, may fail in modeling of others’ minds
anyway. In Wason task at least, subjects’ reasoning does not match the researchers’
one [15]. Human rationality is not restricted to capability for science-grade logical rea-
soning – rational people may use no logic at all [16]. However, people also mistake
seriously in the calculus of probabilities [17]. In mixed strategy games, the required
sequence of random decisions can not be properly generated by people [18]. Due to
bounded cognitive abilities, every ”random” decision depends on previous ones and is
predictable in this way. In ultimatum games [9, S. 43ff], the economists’ misconception
of human preferences is revealed – people’s minds value fairness additionally to per-
sonal enrichment. Our minds originated from the time, when private property had not
been invented and social values like fairness were essential for survival.

This work concentrates on human playing of general games and continues author’s
previous work [19]. It is about the common human deviations from predicted equilibria
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in games, for which they are not trained or experienced. The two examples introduced
in this work are a repeated mixed strategy zero sum game and a repeated ultimatum
game from responders’ perspective. The only assumption is the existence of determin-
istic rules in human behavior. Under this assumption, diverse data mining algorithms
are evaluated. Apart from mining deterministic regularities, modeling human behavior
in general games needs a representation formalism which is not specific to a concrete
game. Representing human behavior models in such a formalism would increase their
comparability. Therefore, this paper includes a general formalism discussion, where re-
sults from the evaluation are involved.

The next section summarizes related work on a formalism for human behavior in
games. Then, the data mining approach on datasets is presented afterwards. Summary
and discussion conclude this paper.

2 Related Work

A very comprehensive gathering of works in experimental psychology and economics
on human behavior in general games can be found in [9]. This work inspired research
in artificial intelligence [20], which led to the creation of network of influence diagrams
(NID) as a representation formalism. NID is a formalism similar to the possible worlds
semantics of Kripke models [21] and is a super-set of Bayesian games. The main idea
of NID is modeling human reasoning patterns in diverse SIs. Every node of a NID is a
multi-agent influence diagram (MAID) representing a model of SI of an agent. MAID
is an influence diagram (ID), where every decision node is associated with an agent. ID
is a Bayesian network (BN), where one has ordinary nodes, decision nodes and utility
nodes. In summary, this approach assumes that human decision making can be modeled
using BN – human reasoning is assumed to have a non-deterministic structure. This for-
malism is already applied for modeling reciprocity in a repeated ultimatum game called
”Colored Trails” (CT) [22]. The result of this work is that models of adaptation to hu-
man behavior based on BNs perform better than standard game theoretical algorithms.

Another independent work is an application of a cognitive architecture from psy-
chology to games [23]. A cognitive architecture is a formalism concerned to represent
general human reasoning [24] in order to compare different models. Today’s most pop-
ular cognitive architecture is ACT-R (Adaptive Control of Thought Rational) [25]. In
comparison to NID, ACT-R is used for a number of psychological studies. ACT-R con-
sists of two tiers – symbolic and sub-symbolic. On the symbolic tier, there are chunks
– facts and ”If-Then”-rules. On the sub-symbolic tier, there are exponential functions,
which determine activation levels of chunks, delays in reasoning and priorities between
rules. Based on ACT-R, an almost deterministic model for a mixed strategy zero sum
game ”Rock Paper Scissors” (RPS) is designed. The only case, in which the designed
model predicts random behavior is the beginning of a game sequence. The model was
successfully evaluated as a base for an artificial player, which won against human sub-
jects.

Whether deterministic or not, both works follow the same approach. First, they con-
struct a model, which is based on theoretical considerations. Second, they adjust the
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parameters of this model to the experimental data. This makes the human behavior ex-
plainable using the concepts from the model, but needs a priori knowledge to construct
the model.

3 Used Datasets

The first dataset chosen for our data mining approach has already been mentioned in
our previous work [19]. It is the game RPS played over a computer network. This game
is easy to explain and most people do not train to play it on expert level; it is symmetric,
zero sum and two player. The study was conducted on threads of 30 one-shot games. A
player had a delay for consideration of 6 sec for every shot. If he did not react, the last
or default gesture was chosen. A thread lasted 30 ∗ 6 sec = 3 min. This game has one
mixed strategy equilibrium (MSE), which is an equal probability distribution between
the three gestures. At least, one can not lose playing this MSE.

Ten computer science undergraduates were recruited. They were in average 22,7
years old and 7 of them were male. They had to play the thread twice against another
test person. Between the two threads, they played other games. In this way, 300 one-
shot games or 600 single human decisions are gathered. Every person got e 0.02 for a
won one-shot game and e 0.01 for a draw. The persons, who played against each other,
sat in two separate rooms. One of the players used a cyber-glove and the other one a
mouse as input for gestures. The graphical user interface showed the following infor-
mation - own last and actual choice, opponents last choice, a timer and already gained
money. According to statements of the persons, they had no problems to understand the
game rules and to choose a gesture timely. All winners and 80% of losers attested that
they had fun to play the game.

The second dataset is the recorded responder behavior from the CT experiment [22].
This dataset contains 371 single human decisions of 25 participating subjects. A pos-
itive decision of the responder updates the monetary payoff of both players, while a
negative one does not change anything. The payoff update varied between $1.45 and
$-1.35 for the responder. In 160 cases, responders update was zero. The equilibrium for
the responder is to accept only proposals, which increase his payoff regardless of the
proposer’s payoff.

4 Methods

Statistical analysis of the datasets from the previous chapter exposed that the human
behavior observed in the experiments can not be explained using only game theory [1].
The shape of equilibrium deviations confirms the one reported in relevant literature [9].
The goal is to find a model beyond game theory for the prediction of average devia-
tions. In related work, the creation of a sophisticated model preceded the evaluation on
the data. In this work, the evaluation on the data precedes the creation of a model. Of
course, some people would not match into such a model like trained or somehow expe-
rienced individuals. Prediction of specific individuals is not addressed in this paper.
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Machine done prediction without participation in game playing with human sub-
jects should not be confused with prediction algorithms of artificial players. Quite the
contrary, artificial players can manipulate the predictability of human subjects by own
behavior. For instance, an artificial player, which always throws ”Paper” in RPS, would
success at predicting a human opponent always throwing ”Scissors” in reaction. Other-
wise, if an artificial player maximizes its payoff based on opponent modeling, it would
face a change in human behavior and have to handle that. This case is more complex
than a spectator prediction model for an ”only-humans” interaction. This paper restricts
on a prediction model without participating.

Human behavior can be modeled as either deterministic or non-deterministic. Al-
though human subjects fail at generating truly random sequences as demanded by MSE,
non-deterministic models are especially used in case of artificial players in order to han-
dle uncertainties. ”Specifically, people are poor at being random and poor at learning
optimal move probabilities because they are instead trying to detect and exploit se-
quential dependencies. ... After all, even if people do not process game information in
the manner suggested by the game theory player model, it may still be the case that
across time and across individuals, human game playing can legitimately be viewed
as (pseudo) randomly emitting moves according to certain probabilities.” [23] In the
addressed case of spectator prediction models, non-deterministic view can be regarded
as too shallow, because deterministic models allow much more exact predictions. Non-
deterministic models are only useful in cases, where a proper clarification of uncer-
tainties is either impossible or costly. To remind, deterministic models should not be
considered to obligatory have a formal logic shape.

The deterministic function HD(Game,History)→ Decision denotes a human deci-
sion. History denotes the previous turns in the game. Game and History are the input
and Decision – the output. Finding a hypothesis, which matches the regularity between
input and output without a priori knowledge, is a typical problem called supervised
learning [26]. There is already a big amount of algorithms for supervised learning.
Each algorithm has its own hypothesis space (HS). For a Bayesian learner, e.g., the hy-
pothesis space is the set of all possible Bayesian networks. There are many different
types of hypothesis spaces - rules, decision trees, Bayesian models, functions and so
on. Concrete hypothesis HDI is a relationship between input and output described by
using the formal means of the corresponding hypothesis space.

Which hypothesis space is most appropriate to contain valid hypotheses about hu-
man behavior? This is a machine learning version of the question about a formalism
for human behavior. The most appropriate hypothesis space contains the most correct
hypothesis for every concrete example of human behavior. A correct hypothesis does
not only perform well on the given data (training set), but it performs also well on new
data (test set). Further, it can be assumed that the algorithms which choose a hypothesis
perform alike well for all hypothesis spaces. For instance, a decision tree algorithm cre-
ates a tree, a neuronal algorithm creates a neuronal network and the distance between
the created tree to the best possible tree is the same as the distance between the created
neuronal network and the best possible neuronal network. This assumption is a useful
simplification of the problem for a preliminary demonstration. Using it, one can con-
sider the algorithm with the best performance on the given data as the algorithm with
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the most appropriate hypothesis space. The standard method for measurement of per-
formance of a machine learning algorithm or also a classifier is cross validation.

As it is already mentioned, a machine learning algorithm has to find hypothesis HDI

which matches best the real human behavior function HD. Human decision making de-
pends mostly on a small part of the history due to bounded resources. This means that
one needs a simplification function S(History)→ Pattern. Using function S the func-
tion HD(X ,Y ) is to be approximated through HDII(X ,S(Y )). The problem for finding
the most appropriate hypothesis can be formulated in equation 1. The function match
in equation 1 is considered to be implemented through a cross validation run.

argmax
HS

( max
HDII∈HS

(match(HD(X ,Y ),HDII(X ,S(Y ))))) (1)

5 Empirical Results

The first dataset is transformed to a sets of tuples, each one consists of three own previ-
ous gestures, three opponent previous gestures and own next gesture. Therefore, every
tuple has the length 3+ 3+ 1 = 7. The simplification function is a window over three
last turns. There are 2187 possible tuples for RPS. The decisions in the first three turns
of game are not considered. Therefore, the size of the set results to 540 tuples. The
second dataset is also transformed to a sets of 371 tuples, where every tuple includes
the proposers payoff update, the responders payoff update and the responders boolean
reply.

Implementations of classifiers provided by WEKA [27] are used for the cross val-
idation on the both sets of tuples. For the first dataset, there are currently 45 classi-
fiers available in the WEKA library, which can handle multi-valued nominal classes.
Gestures in RPS are nominal, because there is no order between them. These classi-
fiers belong to different groups - rule-based, decision trees, function approximators,
baysian learners, instance-based and miscellaneous. A cross validation of all 45 classi-
fiers on RPS dataset is performed. For the CT dataset, a cross-validation of 35 appro-
priate classifiers is performed. The number of subsets for cross-validation is 10. Both
cross-validation runs are conducted with preserving order of the tuples.

Sequential minimal optimization (SMO) [28] showed 46.48% prediction correct-
ness, which is about 1% higher than the sophisticated non-deterministic model for RPS
of Warglen [29]. Unfortunately, decreasing and increasing the window size in the func-
tion S for the RPS dataset diminishes the performance. Using the single rule classifier
(OneR), one can find out that 43.15% of the RPS dataset matches the rule: ”Choose
paper after rock, scissors after paper and rock after scissors”. A number of classifiers
including SMO achieve 95.42% correctness on the CT dataset in cross-validation. One
of this algorithms is based on decission tables [30]. This algorithm finds out that 95.15%
of the CT dataset conforms the rule: ”If an acceptance does neither change your payoff
nor improve the proposers payoff, then refuse!” This result overperforms clearly the
72% reported from the non-deterministic approach of Pfeffer [22].
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6 Conclusion

The strategic behavior consists out of the observable actions, whose origins are tried
to be understood as generally as possible. Summarizing the results of this work, it can
be said that SMO can find the most general deterministic hypothesis about regularities
of human behavior in the investigated scenarios. The correctness of such a hypothesis
overperforms the numbers reported in related work. The hypothesis space of SMO is
one of complex functions and can be used for the design of a game behavior description
formalism.
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Abstract. This work is devoted to the investigation of the main factors influ-

encing high-school graduates’ employment. This investigation is conducted us-

ing Data Mining methods. Two approaches to the identification of hidden pat-

terns in data are employed. The first method is decision trees and the second 

method is production rules extraction. Both methods are combined and com-
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Abstract. In this paper a new method for image analysis is proposed, which us-

es a three dimensional neural network consisting of binary logical elements. 

The training process is divided into periods and a unique feature of this network 

is its self-organization capabilities which can be observed after the first period. 

Unique features of the initial image can be identified after a half-period. We 

studied these self-organizing properties of the NK-network consisting of binary 

logical elements. We also investigated the possibilities of applying such a sys-

tem to image processing. Finally, peculiar features and advantages of the pro-

posed method were discussed. The described method for image processing can 

be applied in the area of security informatics for signature authentication and 

detection of fraud even if the image is distorted by noise. 
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